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Introduction
The Golden Ratio Teaching method, as its name suggests, puts a strong emphasis on harmony
and balance. All the different elements of any system claiming that it is based on the golden
ratio principles shall have clearly articulated coherence between all its parts and also
coherence in between the parts and the system as a whole. It can be used to describe patterns
in nature and to analyze the proportions of natural objects as well as man-made systems,
including education.
The reason we chose this name is our aspiration to suggest, combine, describe and apply new
or less used approaches and methods of teaching following certain rules and directions, into
one method and finally making sure that they can be both inspiring and beneficial to the
students and teachers.
The core prerequisite of having inspired students in class is inspired teachers. “Teachers:
leading in crisis, reimagining the future.” is the UNICEF motto for 2020. Judging by this
pandemic and all the shifts and challenges faced, teachers are the ones to make a crucial
contribution to ensuring continuity of learning and supporting the mental health and
wellbeing of their students.
Golden Ratio Teaching aims at supporting teachers in their challenging job. We hope we can
foster resilience, leadership, and innovation. We have set ambitious tasks of providing
teachers with inspiration, re-igniting the sparkle of their creativity and providing them with
classroom-tested tools for teaching the required material.
Hence, the main Principles, which the GRT experts abided by in the process of developing this
Training programme, can be summarized as follows:
1. Teachers are the backbone of any society. Without them and their devotion, we
cannot have progress. And for them to be successful at this heavy task, they need
to be inspired, creative and motivated. GRT aims at supporting exactly those
elements, having the importance of the teachers at its core.
2. If we lay the very foundations of our approach on two of the basic needs of human
beings – love and freedom, we can be sure great results will be achieved in any
classroom. In our case love is manifested in a passion for teaching/learning and
freedom is manifested in the selection and use of tools for achieving the
passing/acquisition of knowledge. If a teacher is passionate about the subject
he/she is teaching, that passion is imprinted in the minds of students and they will
find this subject original and fascinating. Additionally, if students feel that they are
in a safe environment, not judged or mocked for their mistakes or learning styles,
if they have the freedom to choose through which channel they can best acquire
and retain knowledge, the results will be even more impressive. Likewise, if a
teacher is provided with a variety of tools and he/she can freely choose which one

applies to the concrete subject he/she is teaching, as well as to his interests and
talents, the process of teaching can become inspiring and effortless.
3. Inspiration. After having discussions with teachers in Bulgaria we understand how
important having a classroom with inspired, curious and motivated students is. We
believe that this is valid in education everywhere, and that teachers also need to
have these positive attitudes. Hence, they also need to be inspired by our Golden
Ratio approach, tools and recommendations. Therefore, a further exploration of
Inspiration as a guiding principle is needed in each part, phrasing, description,
approach, vision of the Guidebook.
4. Golden Ratio Teaching is about applying new approaches to the existing subjects
and material. We are confident that we can use the current curriculum and find
different approaches to it, and by applying the principles, approaches and
structures, we can encourage teachers to test and use these in their classrooms.
Below is provided the step-by-step approach and the Expert teams in the
preparation of the tools.
5. Creativity, described as the process of having original ideas that have value. Having
original ideas and/or combining them with already developed methods, will both
bring innovation and reliability to the outcomes.

Why is GRT necessary and what difference does it make
Teachers have long been struggling with the different backgrounds, ability levels, physical
challenges, internet connections, motivations, interests and personalities of their students.
They are certainly aware of the different approaches and styles students need to address
information and retain the important bits, especially when we consider the information flood
we are all experiencing.
We believe that only by using multiple senses to teach one concept or lesson and by applying
different strategies we stand a chance at succeeding in maximizing the potential of our
students.
The Golden Ratio Teaching offers teachers the opportunity to first get an idea about how
varied the learning preferences of their students are (via the learning styles questionnaire and
the guide for reading its results in order to shape up the teaching offer to be strategically more
effective) and then select and combine various tools in order to respond adequately to the
learning needs.
What we suggest with the “learning styles” questionnaire is a tool to establish some patterns
and learning preferences, raise awareness on those and help teachers consider teaching in a
variety of ways.

The so called “learning styles” theory is only one of the various existing theories and
approaches in this area and we should be aware that meaning, context and organization of
the material are as important as the style we use to present them. Still, years of research have
shown that whatever learning style or combination of styles a person might have, it is
important for him/her to be subjected to different approaches in order for retention and
comprehension to be given a greater chance.
The questionnaire on the “learning styles” should by no means be used for labeling students,
but rather for focusing their attention on the variety of methods they can exploit to tackle a
topic or learn new facts.
In annex 1 we provide information about“What are the different learning styles and why are
they important for the optimal teaching approaches?”, a “Guide for the use of the
questionnaire” as well as the questionnaire itself.
Using the GRT tools makes a difference with students, because it brings to their schooling
experience new activities and stimuli, which activate their learning potential and create the
links between the different bits and pieces of scientific content and concepts, making sure
that those concepts are understood and the knowledge is retained much longer than via
traditional teaching.
Teachers can check the difference GRT makes by comparing the results achieved by classes,
which are using GRT enhanced teaching and such that are subjects of traditional teaching.
In order to further support the self-monitoring and self-management of students, as well as
the sense of ownership of their learning results, the teachers can propose a key competence
self-assessment questionnaire, which students can use in order to consider the progress they
are making and the pace at which their confidence level is growing. A questionnaire, which
can be used for the purpose, is provided in annex 2.

The Golden Ratio TOOLBOX
Group of tools: STORIES TO REMEMBER
Name of the
method
Origin or
ownership of the
method

Story telling

How the method
corresponds to the
common guiding
principles of GRT

Golden Ratio – the importance of the teacher
Storytelling can be used in both online and classroom environment.
Once a teacher is inspired to try out the steps suggested below, an

It is a method that has been used since the dawn of humanity.
The owner of the approach, presented here, is Ina Petkova, expert
within the Golden Ratio Teaching project team from Bulgaria.

Preparation
needed for
implementation of
the method
Materials needed

Additional staff
support needed or
combinations with
other scientific
topics (optional)

instant focus of the attention is almost guaranteed. Students long
for new challenges, surprises and inspiration.
Golden Ratio - human values. Love and freedom.
The main prerequisite of students learning and acquiring knowledge
is having a good, loving, empathic human being for a teacher.
Telling stories helps teachers connect with their inner hero, with
their own dreams and memories. Everyone has their own learning
style and we need to give our students the freedom to choose their
specific way of acquiring knowledge.
Golden Ratio – inspiration is vital for teachers nowadays.
Writing as tool that provokes mental stimulation. The formula
“Inspired teachers = Inspired students” is old and tested. Burnout in
teachers is a one of the key challenges the system of education
faces nowadays. If we manage to inspire teachers to take a fresh,
new point of view to their work, we can help them build a better
bond with the students. And with themselves.
Golden Ratio – focus on the curriculum
The main focus of any school teacher is the curriculum. We are not
proposing a revolution in the existing system of teaching; we take
into consideration all the requirements of the curriculum and reshape it, without changing the core.
Golden Ratio – creativity is the key
A study at Drexel University found that spending just 45 minutes on
a creative activity could boost one’s ability and confidence to
complete tasks at work. If this creative activity IS in a teacher’s job
description, then the effect is doubled. And tripled, if the students
focus more and can be provoked to create their own stories based
on the curriculum.
Lesson plans with underlined main learning objectives and
important elements of the learning content, which must be taught
to the students.
Visualizations, which can support the story.
Fresh look on the curriculum, creativity and rehearsing in advance.
Laptop for work on the introduction and the story and well as on
the presentation of the story, if the lesson takes place online.
Projector – in case the lesson takes place physically – for presenting
any visuals supporting the story.
Printer and paper for preparing any hard copies of the materials for
the students (if necessary).
-

Method
description

How to create a story. Why do we need stories.
“Docendo Discimus”

By teaching, we learn.
A Latin proverb derived by Seneca the Younger (c. 4 BC – 65 AD).

Being a teacher is not a profession. It is a calling, a vocation. And
hard work, too.
So, we foundand compiled some thought-provoking information.
Experts claim that “some students perform better when they know
what they can expect. Tackling new material can sometimes be
intimidating, but priming students by presenting information before
a lesson is given can help.”
The term used is “priming” and it means introducing of one stimulus
that later influences on how people respond to a subsequent
stimulus. Priming works by activating an association or
representation in memory just before another stimulus or task is
introduced. This phenomenon occurs without our conscious
awareness, yet it can have a major impact on numerous aspects of
our everyday lives.
The basic technique that we can use in a classroom is simple – we
find new ways to present the new material even before it is taught
so that it sounds at least vaguely familiar and thus allows the student
to be comfortable with it once it is introduced in the new lesson.
One of the best way and also one of the most ancient ways to give
this preliminary information is to tell a story.
“Stories are genuinely symbiotic
organisms that we live with, that allow
human beings to advance.”
Neil Gaiman
Stories bring their listeners to the state of “surprised amusement” (a
term used by psychologist Jerome Bruner when speaking of
creativity) and with their help we can “prime” or introduce new
information to students, but also introduce new ideas, or, even
better, to give them the advocacy of creating new stories, new
worlds, new ideas.
“To be a moral human being is to
pay, be obliged to pay, certain
kinds of attention..”
Susan Sontag

Check out Ina Petkova’s introductory video:

https://youtu.be/cEv8b1VIn1U
Detailed
instructions

So, how exactly do we teach trough a story?
Easy. FIRST, we need to prepare what we need to teach (facts,
concepts, information, knowledge). SECOND, we pinpoint the most
important facts, key words and new terms. THIRD, we combine
them into a short story. We also prepare a short introduction in
order to “prime” the audience for the story we are about to teach.
FOURTH, we present them to our students. The introduction could
be a personal narrative, while the real story is read to the students.
If we play some classical music as a background, the reading hence
the emotional connection and retaining knowledge becomes even
more impressive.
FIFTH, we work with them – do drills, exercises, make use of the
connection between pictures and facts, listen to classical music,
play games, provoke positive emotions, encourage, inspire your
students to be creative, include some role play (ask your students
to share information about LARP, maybe they will surprise you!),
draw, sing or dance with them – use different channels to revive
the chunks of information you are teaching.
Check out video n. 1 by Ina Petkova:

https://youtu.be/zZLtZwIYNdY
And then we test the understanding and knowledge.

How do we create a story is the question we shall discuss now. How
do we start, how do we make it worthy, memorable, inspiring?
Telling a story, developing characters and plot lines was something
we all have studied at school. Moreover, we teach all these topics
to our students. We all know the theory and laws of storytelling.
However, even the most experienced cook needs sometimes to
look at the recipe to be reminded of the ingredients and maybe try
some different flavors so that a totally new and unexpected dish is
created.
Experts say that “the best creative writing delights our senses,
challenges our minds, and engages a broad range of emotional
reactions, including love and anger, sadness and joy, contempt and
empathy”.
So, what is important is not only what are we trying to say or teach
but also what do we want our readers or students to feel? Sadness?
Yes, and how would it help us in the process of understanding?
Compassion? How would this affect the class? What voice do we
use when we read or tell our story? Is there any background music
we can play? How do we illustrate our story? Is there a dialogue, so
that we can impersonate characters?
Methods
“Don’t start with a big idea.
Start with a phrase, a line, a
quote. Questions are very
helpful. Begin with a few you’re
carrying right now.”
Naomi Shihab Nye
Naomi Shihab Nye is a Your People’s Poet Laureate, and she
promotes the idea of creative writing in a paragraph that can
answer the question why would I bother with storytelling and
spend more time writing
“If we trust in the words and their own mysterious relationship with
one another, they will help us find things out… Consider the
pleasure we feel when we go to a beach. The broad beach, the
bigger air, the endless swish of movement and backdrop of sound.
We feel uplifted, exhilarated. Writing regularly can help us feel that
way too.”
But even before we start thinking of a story, we may want to follow
some steps. Just to do some planning ahead. It’s like the shopping
list we prepare, even before we start making a dish. First, we need
to
1. Understand. Define your case. Try to identify your goals, or
the amount of information you need to teach. Which is your

topic? Which lessons do you want to include in a story? Our
main focus is teaching and the curriculum, so we need to have
a very clear view of what is going to become part of our story.
2. Redefine the objectives. Reach a deeper understanding of
both the story and the lessons. Clarify on what you need to
accomplish. Think about key message that you want to bring
across. Teaching three or five lessons and including them in a
story is one thing. But we can always convey some other
messages. Try to imagine a situation - our students expect a
lesson in Geometry, for instance, and there has been some
conflict in the class recently, so we incorporate very delicately
and matter-of-factly some tips on Nonviolent Communication
in the flow of our story. This may serve a higher purpose bringing peace back to the classroom and enhance
understanding and empathy.
3. Consulting our ideas with others - colleagues, friends,
children helps us improve and correct. If we follow the BuildMeasure-Learn cycle and test our ideas, we may end up with a
much better story and teach better.
There are other points that we could list here but if we take too
long to prepare, we might never start cooking. So, let’s look at
the recipe.
Check out video n. 2 by Ina Petkova:

https://youtu.be/DqHtw6mZ_Pg
How is a good story written?
1. The first ingredient of a story is a word. The words we chose
depend on the context, the audience and our own proficiency in
languages. More often than not simple and short words can
provoke more feelings, more imagination and be more
enriching.
And since provocation was mentioned, all human senses - touch,
taste, smell, hearing should be taken into consideration when we
build a character or scene. Meaning and ideas could be conveyed

with simple descriptions or with words and associations specially
used to provoke all our senses - one at a time or all of them,
simultaneously.
If we are ever tempted to write an obscure sophisticated word that
in order to understand it our audience needs to open a dictionary,
the story we are telling would not benefit too much from it. On the
other hand, as teachers we use stories to introduce new vocabulary
when we teach a foreign language or a new terminology in
chemistry, for instance, then we should provide very subtle and
clear explanation or synonym of the new and complicated word.
But then again explanation will be perceived better if the words we
use are short and easy to remember and understand.
2.
Probably the same applies to sentences, the next ingredient
of our recipe. The longer and vaguer they are the less information is
likely to stick to the memory of our audience. Clear, short and
beautifully structured sentences, followed by some not so precise
and concise - to add contrast, and allow for the brain to relax for a
while, would create a good rhythm for listeners.
Check out video n. 3 by Ina Petkova

https://youtu.be/rphnzuiEZS8
If our story provides challenge to the mind as well as pleasure to
the senses, we usually provoke interest and curiosity. If we
combine realistic settings with historical events and figures from
the past, we provoke surprise and hence intellectual engagement.
Meeting Don Quixote at the bus stop and being engaged in an
insightful conversation with him could change the perspective,
provoke laughter or inspire new unexpected ending or
development of the story. Or, alternatively, we invite our students
to create a fictional world immersing us in the times when Don
Quixote was riding his Rocinante and attacking windmills. We all
could lay back and enjoy the creative process and prepare to be
amazed by the results. Most probably, the creativity of our students

will never seize to surprise us, if we give them the right instructions,
some guidance and the rules of the game.
3. So, from sentences we moved to ideas. And we can now start
exploring our new world, our new characters. What is it like? Who
are they? Where is the action? What is going on? How does it all
work? What is important and why is it important?
The Art of Writing. Approaches
The answers to all these questions are found in different formats,
there are a number of good cooking books as far as writing is
concerned. And I am sure we all have read and taught a number of
them.
Hero’s Journey
Hero’s Journey is worth considering, of course but most of us have
heard and read about it a lot. Here, the collective unconscious of
the human race is addressed and it states that any interesting
journey always presents a problem (complication) to overcome. We
all know that any story has a beginning, a middle and an end. In the
beginning we setup our hero and his story, then we perplex him
with something that is a source of conflict and therefore takes him
into some trouble. After that our hero overcomes a number of
obstacles, faces some enemies and finally saves the day, the world
or the girl. Joseph Campbell's idea about the Monomyth from his
book The Hero With A Thousand Faces gives a kind of a "formula"
that we can stick to and could help us build our story and tame our
futile creative impulses. From Homer and The Odyssey to the first
episode of the Star Wars series, students can and have been taught
to identify and track the developmental stages of protagonist as he
navigates the stages of his hero’s journey. However, there are
authors and teachers who believe that when it comes to
storytelling, any formula is not universally applicable. Other go
further and claim that “Campbell's monomyth is unrealistic and
spreads the idea that war is therapy.” And anyways, this theory gets
enough media and curriculum attention, so we decided to look for
some fresh concepts. Or, as it turned out, not so fresh.
The Art of Dramatic Writing - General
What we could explore now are the ideas of a Hollywood
playwright Lajos Egri whose book is widely regarded as one of the
best works on the subject of writing, and whose teachings have
since been adapted for the writing of short stories, novels, and

screenplays. Why are we opening the Bible of dramaturgy and
scriptwriters? This book proposes a universal approach to writing
based on natural law of dialectics. It will be included in the Golden
Ratio Teaching Reading list and is recommended to anyone who
ever thought of writing for any audience. We cannot share the full
range of his ideas here but we can outline some of its basic
concepts for our new GRT cooking book for stories.
What Egri gives in his The Art of Dramatic Writing is a very
methodological and most importantly jargon-free approach to the
problem of achieving truth in writing. He basically teaches the basic
techniques every successful playwright knows.
1. The Art of Dramatic Writing – Ingredients
So, the main ingredients of a well-written play or story are:
 Premise
 Character
 Conflict
1. First comes the Premise. The best stories follow the logical
method of thesis, antithesis and synthesis to prove what
Egri calls a premise. If we need synonyms for premise, we
can use theme, thesis, root idea, central idea, plan or plot.
To give us an idea what Premise is, the author quotes
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliette. As we all know this
immortal love, we can cut the long story short and jump to
its Premise: “Great love defies even death”. Or another one
of Shakespeare classics? Macbeth - “Ruthless ambition leads
to its own destruction.”
I would use this tip from a renounced author and teacher of
creative writing, just to give myself a general outline of what my
story would be about.
And since it is believed that a good premise is a thumbnail synopsis
of your work, as Egri advises, we should not write only flat
statements which contain all that is required of a well-constructed
premise: character, conflict, and conclusion but always stay tuned
to the author's conviction. The author (or a teacher, in our case)
should take sides, otherwise there is no story.
And, to make the long story short, maybe we should mention that
neither the premise nor any other part of a play has a separate life
of its own and all must blend into a harmonious whole, so we can
proceed with probably the most important ingredient – human
beings in our story.

2.
So far, we showed why premise is necessary as the first step
in writing a good play. Now we will discuss the importance of
character. We will try to find out just what elements go into this
being called "human being." Character is the fundamental material
any writer is forced to work with, so we must know our character as
thoroughly as possible.
If we describe an object – a tree, a box, a house, we know that it
has three dimensions: depth, height, width. When we describe
human beings, we can try and think of three dimensions:
physiology, sociology, psychology.
1/ Physiological Dimension
Why is physiology important? However shallow this statement
sounds, our physical make-up has always influences our outlook on
life. A sick man, for instance, sees health as the supreme good; a
healthy person belittles the importance of health. It affects our
mental development, serves as a basis for inferiority and superiority
complexes. Overall, it is the most obvious of man's first set of
dimensions.
2/Sociological Dimention
And then comes the sociological aspect. If you were a girl born in a
mansion and played in beautiful and antiseptic surroundings, your
reactions will be very different from let’s say a homeless boy who
was sent by his parents to beg on the streets.
3/ Psychological Dimension
And then comes the third dimension, psychology. It is the product
of the other two. Their combined influence gives life to ambition,
frustration, temperament, attitudes, complexes. Psychology, then,
rounds out the three dimensions.
3.

Step-by-step approach provided by Lajosh Egri.

So, what do we do when we decide to build a character? What
concrete questions we need to answer when we approach the very
hazy process of imagining our protagonist?
We will attach here a step-by-step guide provided by Lajosh Egri
PHYSIOLOGY.
1. Gender
2. Age
3. Height and weight
4. Color of hair, eyes, skin
5. Posture

6. Appearance: good-looking, over- or underweight, clean,
neat, pleasant, untidy. Shape of head, face, limbs
7. Defects: deformities, abnormalities, birthmarks. Diseases
8. Heredity
SOCIOLOGY
1. Class: lower, middle, upper
2. Occupation: type of work, hours of work, income, condition
of work, union or nonunion, attitude toward organization,
suitability for work.
3. Education: amount, kind of schools, marks, favorite subjects,
poorest subjects, aptitudes.
4. Home life: parents living, earning power, orphan, parents
separated or divorced, parents' habits, parents' mental
development, parents' vices, neglect. Character's marital
status.
5. Religion
6. Race, nationality
7. Place in community: leader among friends, clubs, sports.
8. Political affiliations
9. Amusements, hobbies: books, newspapers, magazines he
reads.
PSYCHOLOGY
1. Sex life, moral standards
2. Personal premise, ambition
3. Frustrations, chief disappointments
4. Temperament: choleric, easygoing, pessimistic, optimistic.
5. Attitude toward life: resigned, militant, defeatist.
6. Issues: obsessions, inhibitions, superstitions, phobias.
7. Extrovert, introvert, ambivert
8. Abilities: languages, talents.
9. Qualities: imagination, judgment, taste, poise
If we aspire to write a full-blooded work, like Macbeth or Hamlet, this
is the bone structure of a character, which the author must know
thoroughly, and upon which he must build.
We are well aware that as teachers we do not need to go into such
depths when we build a character of a story. But just bearing all these
questions in our mind, even if we do not include all the above details
and facets would help our students get the bigger picture.
Why do we need to make the effort, although our audience would
never really comprehend the depth of our insights into the
protagonist? On a very subconscious level our students feel the need
of structure and organization even if it is not obvious on a superficial

level. And people need stories about people. Or people-like animals,
like Kermit the frog.
In any case, the best storytellers know that they do not construct the
story. Their audience does. Each listener actively constructs a story
out of the pieces we give them.
4.

The Conflict

Having decided on the plot (or premise), the protagonist and its
characteristics, we need to address the last ingredient of a
successful story.
The conflict. If, with the help of Egri, we trace back the nature of
confrontations, we can start with our caveman ancestor who went
after food, and actually he fought with a tangible enemy: a huge
beast which meant food— there we are - a conflict! He would risk
his life and fight to hid last breath. This was rising conflict: conflict,
crisis, conclusion.
Another example of a conflict? All competitive sports are conflict.
Football, boxing, hokey, to name but a few. A street fight is a
conflict. A fight for supremacy among men or nations is a conflict.
Every manifestation of life, from birth to death, is a conflict.
But how does all these relate to our Art of Writing? Egri claims that
“Conflict grows out of character. The intensity of the conflict will be
determined by the strength of will of the three-dimensional
individual who is the protagonist.”
Egri also proceeds with different kinds of conflicts – static, rising
and movement. Any conflict should evolve into transition. There is
another way of putting it which also sounds helpful and it goes
Crisis-Climax-Resolution
But we are not involved in real dramatic writing, we are merely
touching some of the important aspects and approaches to writing,
so that we are able to produce a good story with which we teach in
an interesting and inspiring way.
I would not linger on the subject any further, in fact, I wouldn’t
have drawn your attention to conflicts (I would rather research
action) but I would like to leave you with this quote from the book:
“Without conflict, life would not be possible on earth, or, for that
matter, anywhere in the universe. The technique of writing is only a
replica of the universal law, which governs an atom or a
constellation above us.”
Find it Inside – Motivation.
“If you cannot differentiate between
fragrances, you cannot be a perfume

maker; if you have no legs, you cannot
be a runner. If you are tone-deaf, you
cannot be a musician.”
So, what do we need if we aspire to be master chefs of a good
story? A job description of a perfect storyteller, if we consult Egri
are:
 Use your imagination and common sense
 Be observant. You must never be satisfied with superficial
knowledge
 Be patient when searching for causes.
 Have a sense of balance and good taste
 Have a basic understanding of economy, psychology,
physiology, sociology
We are well aware that all these requirements are too much for an
ordinary person, be it a scriptwriter or writer. Fortunately, this
project and this paper addresses teachers. And teachers are the
superheroes of our society, of the ever-changing and unpredictable
times we live in.
VII. Storytelling in the classroom
And how about giving advocacy to students and make THEM
authors of stories? If we proceed as described above - giving some
simple and easy-to-follow instructions to a group, starting with a
simple short story (with three to five key phrases to be included in
it) so that they feel the satisfaction of completing a creative task
and be prepared for a serious assignment. And if the serious
assignment is presented in the form of a game, they will find inner
motivation to participate in the process. So, how do we proceed?
We give them a list of facts (to be included in the initial Test), give
them some more basic training in storytelling, remind them to think
about premise, characters, conflict, dialogue, structure, etc. and
provoke them to write a story incorporating the facts already
included in the initial Test.
Why We Tell Stories
The main purpose of telling a good story is to inspire, to connect, to
teach a moral.
Telling and listening to stories is an immersive experience.
In our case, we are teachers.
We are being fully aware of the topics we need to teach and yet if
we have a better understanding of how our students think and play,
we may apply the principles of game or narrative design transformation, immersion and motivation, to name but a few.

Young people are not indifferent, they are basically looking for new
type of experience - they want to be captivated by a story world, to
assume a character’s viewpoint and forget themselves.
The recipe of a good immersive experience relates so much to
telling a good story and also to good teaching experience - show,
don’t just tell and engage, don’t just show!
A video that wraps up story telling:

Experiments,
conducted in the
different schools,
involved in the
project

https://youtu.be/wufbA1o9D_g
Experiments were carried out in secondary school n. 39 “Petar
Dinekov” in Sofia, Bulgaria as follows:
1. Straight circular cylinder - 11.11.2021 with grade 6B. The
modification description, the original lesson plan and the adapted
lesson plan can be discovered in package “Straight circular cylinder
test in Bulgaria”.

https://youtu.be/i-GrC8PWuwg
2. Straight circular cone - 17.11.2021 with grade 6B. The
modification description, the original lesson plan and the adapted
lesson plan can be discovered in package “Straight circular cone
test in Bulgaria”.

https://youtu.be/7Xx-Ie8GPPk
3. Orb and sphere - 24.11.2021 with grade 6B. The modification
description, the original lesson plan and the adapted lesson plan
can be discovered in package “Orb and sphere test in Bulgaria”.

https://youtu.be/nPcDI11Tc0o
The screenshots provided aim at demonstrating that each adapted
lesson added a story to the traditional topic explanation as it is
usually provided by the teacher. The adding of a story helps the
students consolidate the new knowledge by creating emotional
links, triggered by the tale, standing behind the scientific content.
Full recordings of the lessons are available in mpeg4 format. They
can be shared with other teachers, following an official request and
with the explicit consent of 39 Secondary school “Petar Dinekov”,
Sofia, BG.
27 Bulgarian students from 6 grade, who participated in the testing
of the adapted lesson plans delivered by teacher Sashka Nikolova,
evaluated the experience as follows:
-

Was it easier to understand the material delivered through this
approach? 74.1% say YES.
Was this way of delivering the content more distracting for
you? 85.2% say NO.
What is your motivation for learning after you experienced
these modified lessons? 51.9% state that feel more motivated

-

to learn, 40.7% for not see a huge difference and 7.4% do not
feel motivated to learn.
Would you like more lessons to be adapted this way? 74.1%
answer Definitely yes, 18.5% are not sure and only 7.4% say
that they prefer the traditional way of delivering.

Other lessons adapted with the use of the story telling tool:
Any scientific subject - Story Book - Vitor Costa – Portugal
English language - Antonella Pozobon – Italy
Geography - Joaquim Saial – Portugal
Mathematics and Sciences - Cristina Grossi – Italy
Sciences - Nina Georgieva - Bulgaria
Evaluation tools

Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her
progress with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
After interweaving terms, concepts, definitions, data from the lesson
plan/s into stories, was it easier or harder for the students to
understand and engage with the material?
What is the learning motivation after the lesson? Have there been
any changes?
Would you personally prefer to have more lessons of this type or to
return to traditional lessons?
How would you evaluate the usefulness of the exercises within the
tool?
What feedback did you receive from the students, if any?
Was the adapted lesson more distracting than the regular lesson?
Was there a change in the marks of the students, after using the
adapted approach? Was there an increase in information
retainment?

Name of the
method
Origin or
ownership of
the method

The Role Play Method
It has been used from the ancient times

How the
method
corresponds to
the common
guiding
principles of
GRT

Supports teachers to explore new innovative ways of learning.
Supports students to interact keeping thus their interest on alert as
well as their motivation to learn actively.
In many of our projects where role play implemented, teachers who
participated realized that role play inspired them to get in a trip to
explore new innovative ways of learning out of their comfort zone.
From their feed back after they implemented the method to their
schools they testified that the mood dramatically changed to the better
among the students, whenever role play method replace the typical
teaching model. The whole class actively participated in the learning
process making the lesson rather a (drama) play than a bored and
timeless process.
And finally this was a good reason for them to “keep teaching”.
Preparation
For the preparation my dear teacher it is needed :
needed for
To set the educational goals
implementation To discuss with your students about their fears and expectations
of the method
To set your role in the process
To estimate the needed time
To choose the suitable place
To spend a class session explaining the teqnique
Materials
Small or bigger (papper or plastic) labels with the name of the role
needed
Explanatory texts related to the role(s)
Chairs or desks or some educational material (maps, etc)
Additional staff Not necessary, but possible and always welcome.
support needed
or
combinations
with other
scientific topics
(optional)
Method
Role-play is a technique that allows students to explore the lesson by
description
interacting among them in a managed way in order to gain knowledge
and develop experience in a supported by the teacher environment.
Depending on the intention of the activity, participants might be playing
a role similar to their own (or their likely one in the future) or could play
the opposite part of the interaction. Both options provide the possibility
of significant learning, with the former allowing experience to be gained
and the latter encouraging the student to develop an understanding of
the situation from the ‘opposite’ point of view. Moreover when we put
the students to play the role of the opposite part we offer them the
opportunity to learn how to manage their reaction and behavior living
in dislike situations.
How it Works

Lets say that we have several different pears of shoes and we are
asked the to get into one of them and then to walk putting on it.
We have to follow the shape of the shoes pear but not without any
support. Teachers are always close to us giving instructions on how we
must walk on the floor. We may be given specific instructions on how
to act or what to say, as an aggressive client or patient in denial, or as a
famous General or representing chemical elements during a chemical
reaction for example, or required to act and react in our own way
depending on the requirements of the lesson. Sometimes we will act
out of the scenario and this makes very much sense as afterwards there
will be reflection and discussion about our behavior .
Role play not only provides a variation in teaching technique, but also
allows a more student centered approach to learning. Whilst in the
orthodox method only the most bold students manage to raise
questions, in a role play are actively involved. By getting students to play
roles, they come to feel issues, experience, tensions and conflict and
enter into bargaining and cooperation. They thus experience the
teaching process as an activity rather than just to be taught as detached
passive observers. As a means of increasing student participation, role
play can stimulate interest in the subject and encourage students to
continue learning.
Detailed
instructions

Role-playing exercises can be hard work for the instructor, both in
preparation and in execution, but the work tends to pay off in terms of
student motivation and accomplishment. As with any big project, it's
best to take it one step at a time:
Define Objectives
Choose Context & Roles
Introducing the Exercise
Student Preparation/Research
The Role-Play
Concluding Discussion
Assessment
Fortunately, much of the work of preparation, once done, can be
distributed to other educators.
Define Objectives
The details of what you need to do depend entirely on why you want
to include role-playing exercises in your course.
What topics do you want the exercise to cover?
How much time do you and your class have to work on it?

What do you expect of your students: research, reports,
presentations?
Do you want the students role-playing separately or together?
Do you want to include a challenge or conflict element?
Choose Context & Roles
In order to prepare for the exercise:
Decide on a problem related to the chosen topic(s) of study and a
setting for the characters. It is a good idea to make the setting realistic,
but not necessarily real. Consider choosing and adapting material that
other instructors have prepared.
If the characters(s) used in the exercise are people, define his or her
goals and what happens if the character does not achieve them.
You should work out each characters' background information on the
problem or, better yet, directions on how to collect it through
research. If possible, prepare maps and data for your students to
interpret as part of their background information rather than the
conclusions upon which they would ordinarily base their decisions
(especially if the characters are scientists).
Introducing the Exercise
Engage the students in the scenario by describing the setting and the
problem.
Provide them with the information you have already prepared about
their character(s): the goals and background information. It needs to
be clear to the student how committed a character is to his/her goals
and why.
Determine how many of your students have done role-playing before
and explain how it will work for this exercise.
Outline your expectations of them as you would for any assignment
and stress what you expect them to learn in this lesson.
If there is an inquiry element, suggest a general strategy for
research/problem solving.
Student Preparation/Research
Even if there is no advance research assigned, students will need a few
moments to look over their characters and get into their roles for the
exercise. There may also be additional questions:
Why they are doing this in character? Why did you decide to make this
a role-playing exercise?
Students may have reservations about the character that they have
been assigned or about their motives. It is good for the instructor to

find out about these before the actual role-play. It can be very difficult
for a student to begin researching an issue from a perspective very
different from their own because even apparently objective data tends
to be reinterpreted as support for pre-existing world-views.
With regards to the exercise’s topic , many groups have well-written,
carefully researched, and nicely-engineered websites that will provide
arguments as well as information for a student assigned a character
and this is very important.
Often, the best resource for understanding people is other people.
If there is an inquiry component (i.e. student-led research), the
students may need help coming up with a research plan and finding
resources.
The Role-Play
Depending on the assignment, students could be writing papers or
participating in a Model-UN-style summit. For a presentation or
interaction, props can liven up the event, but are not worth a lot of
effort as they are usually not important to the educational goals of the
project.
Potential Challenges with Interactive Exercises
Concluding Discussion
Like any inquiry-based exercise, role-playing needs to be followed by a
debriefing for the students to define what they have learned and to
reinforce it. This can be handled in reflective forms, or a concluding
paragraph at the end of an individual written assignment, or in a class
discussion. The instructor can take this opportunity to ask the students
if they learned the lessons defined before the role-play began.
Assessment
Generally, grades are given for written projects associated with the roleplay, but presentations and even involvement in interactive exercises
can be graded. Special considerations for grading in role-playing
exercises include:
Playing in-character
Working to further the character's goals
Making statements that reflect the character's perspective
In an interactive exercise, being constructive and courteous
For many assignments, being able to step back and look at the
character's situation and statements from the student's own
perspective or from another character's perspective.
Further Recommendations

How to Use Individual Role-Playing Projects
How to Use Interactive Role-Playing Exercises
Explanatory video about role play:

https://youtu.be/sOxwZsqmpTM
Experiments,
conducted in
the different
schools,
involved in the
project

Role playing experiments done:
Teacher Palaiologou Evdoxia at 4th Primary school Nea Moudania
tested the method (as a combination also with flipped classroom and
music in the air tools) with her 6th graders in relation to her social and
political education studies. According to the testing report, there was
only one student who shared that the traditional way of teaching
/learning would be preferable for him. The remaining students stated
in the evaluation questionnaire that they were excited, and that they
would like the lesson to be done in this way more often.

Check out the report from the adaptation and the test done.
Evaluation tools Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her progress
with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Is it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed method?

Which type of character/s get the most attention from your students?
How well do they study them before they impersonate them?
Have you observed changes in the students’ interest towards the subject
and their engagement with classwork and homework? If yes, what were
they?
Have you observed an increased interest and desire to read more and
do more role play, openly demonstrated by your students after the first
tests you did?

Name of the
method
Origin or
ownership of
the method
How the
method
corresponds to
the common
guiding
principles of
GRT

Preparationnee
dedforimpleme

Impersonating Historical Personalities: First Person Narrative
Learning style: auditory, reading & writing
No ownership

The impersonation narrative method is a creative supporting teaching
tool. The method follows the principles of the GRT method –
inspiration, love, freedom and inspires teachers to adopt the firstperson narrative approach as if the content of the lesson is itself a
story. The thread for the narration supports the content of the topic
and the lesson plan.
The method invites teachers to choose a major inspiring personality relevant to the educational content - and narrate the lesson using ‘’the
first person” narrative. This method ‘’brings’’ to class the value and
allure of important personalities. The impersonation of historical
personas is easily transferable to diverse disciplines and can be used in
certain lessons or on a yearly basis.
The method:
 triggers the interest of the student (thanks to the teacher’s
choice of a ‘’different’’ unusual method and of a ‘’persona’’)
 enhances dialogue and reduces students’ stress as the teacher
is no longer their teacher but now she/he is Einstein
 directly and indirectly transforms the lesson into a game
 creates fun for teachers and students - teachers present the
educational material as if they are part of it whereas students
become witnesses to events
 stirs the attention of the audience
 increases participation and interaction
Teacher:

ntationoftheme
thod

Materials
needed

Additional staff
support needed
or combinations
with other
scientific topics
(optional)
Method
description

overview of the annual material of the educational content of
the curriculum;
 selection and creation of a list of the most important
personalities of the discipline/ content;
 selection of the historical figures adequate to meet the
objectives of the educational content;
 standard preparation of the discipline’s content;
 preparation of a lesson plan
 selection of the activities (time travelling, discovery approach,
treasure hunting approach) relevant to the discipline and the
educational content;
 teaches by using the first person
Optional:
 ‘’props’’ to support the character (objects that can help teachers
to illustrate the impersonation. For example, a hat, or objects
relevant to the content of the lessons).
No


The method invites teachers to consider the educational content as a
story in itself and to choose ‘’the first-person’’ narrative; thus, s/he
introduces himself/herself and addresses the class as an ‘’important
personality’’. The method does not require acting skills or acting
practice.
The teacher decides if s/he will impersonate the same character for the
whole year or pick up different personalities according to the topic of
each lesson.
The method provides flexibility, directness and encourages a range of
approaches to the teaching process: ‘navigating’ through knowledge,
explaining and teaching the content of the curriculum. The teacher can
dialogue with students as if they were a research team because
impersonating, for example, a scientist places students in a first-level
learner position as if they are witnesses/contemporary to the event.
Questions are posed in the present time as if students are part of the
research team asking questions related to the topic.
The method indirectly:
 produces effective ‘’question- answer’’ sessions on the topic
and might lead to the creation of a story/-ies
 transforms the lesson into a game as it encourages creativity
(time travelling and discovering activities)



develops cognitive skills

*the method can invite students to time travel and create a story
Detailed
instructions

Preparation:
The teacher









prepares the standard lesson plan
focuses on the main characters or phenomena included in the
educational content
selects and creates a list of the most important personalities of
discipline
decides on the character: relevance to, suitability for the specific
or the general topic of the discipline (Pythagoras when teaching
the theorem of Pythagoras or HYPATHIA or Thalys, or
Archimedes, or Einstein, or Newton when teaching gravity).
chooses the type of activities (time travelling, discovery,
treasure hunting approaches) relevant to the discipline and the
educational content (optional)
teaches by using the first-person

In class:






Experiments,
conducted in
the different
schools,
involved in the
project

the teacher introduces himself/herself with the name of the
historical personality to attract the attention and interest of
students from the very beginning of the lesson
presents the information in the first-person narrative
uses the inquiry method (asks questions during the
lesson/invites students to ask questions)
introduces different kind of ‘’games’’ (treasure hunt,
discovery/mystery hunt, inquiry team, time travelling)

The method has been tested with a total of 60 students in 3 schools in
Romania (EuroEd by teacher Emil Juverdeanu, Mihai Eminescu Iași by
teacher Camelia Mancea and Școala Gimnazială "Elena Cuza" by teacher
Alina Albu).
The feedback received was as follows:
When asked how they felt during the modified lessons, the students
answered: comfortable (20), relaxed (30), curious (4), stressed (3),
satisfied (1), Distracted (1), Overwhelmed (1).
When asked whether the method helped them better understand the
material, 57 out of 60 answer YES.
When asked whether they feel more motivated to learn the subject as
a result of the lesson, 55 out of 60 answer YES.

When asked whether they would like to have more lessons like this in
the future, 54 out of 60 answered YES.
When asked whether the modified lessons were distracting only 12 out
of 60 answered positively. However, when analyzing the reasons for
getting distracted that the students gave, it appears that only 4 were
really distracted, stating that: “I was distracted by the information from
the art”, “There was too much talk/noise in class”, “School is not only
games”, “Other method was more clear”. Others who have given a
positive answer commented as follows:
“I liked that at reading time I was able to paint. It was a productive hour”
“I would like to have in the future.”
“I got out of my environment, I talked to someone other than friends.”
“I wasn't under stress, and I could pay attention better than usually. It
was the best”
“I wish once a week to have this king of class.”
Other feedback that was provided by the students:
“It was creative, I can learn faster”
“It was creative”
“It was funny”
“I was marked by the story behind the paintings”
“I focused on the activity”
“We were very calm and it was interesting to paint in English”
“It stimulates my imagination”
“I would like more activities like that”
“Lots of interesting information”
“Nice activity I would like to do other activities like that”.
The overall evaluation of this approach to adaptation of lesson plans is
highly positive and the tool is a recommended one.
Videos from the testing:

https://youtu.be/J21t7nSAAVI

Evaluation tools

https://youtu.be/6_jgJgychPs
Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her progress
with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Is it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed method?
Which type of character/s get the most attention from your students?
How well do they study them before they impersonate them?
Have you observed changes in the students’ interest towards the subject
and their engagement with classwork and homework? If yes, what were
they?
Have you observed an increased interest and desire to read more about
the characters they were impersonating or that they are about to
impersonate, openly demonstrated by your students after the first tests
you did?

Name of the
method

Paintings In The Teaching Process
Learning style: visual

Origin or
ownership of
the method
How the
method
corresponds to
the common
guiding
principles of
GRT

No ownership-no copyright

The objective of the method is to use paintings as useful support tools
in order to make the teaching/learning processes more entertaining for
teenage students and more effective in terms of the envisaged
educational objectives.
‘’Paintings in teaching’’ method:
 follows the main principles of GRT: inspiration-love-freedom;
 addresses all teachers and students with and/or mostly
without artistic skills;
 inspires teachers to use paintings of acknowledged artists in
their teaching and evaluation of specific content of school
disciplines (history, mathematics, biology, physics, chemistry
etc);



proposes a free selection of paintings according to the school
subject and the interests of the teacher and students.

The method aims to:
-support and introduce a more entertaining and attractive tool and
thus render the learning process and its content more appealing to
students
-increase students’ participation
-boost memory
-enhance correlative thinking mechanisms
-provide possible tools in order to turn evaluation/ assessment into a
game
Instructional video on using famous paintings in the classroom:

https://youtu.be/aE4YcXHPAIA
Preparation
needed for
implementation
of the method

Materials
needed

The method requires:
- the standard preparation of the teacher for the teaching session/ the topic
of the educational content in question, the overview of topic
- lesson plans

-the overview of the list of paintings, selection of painting/-s
and incorporation into the lesson plan
- preparation of the necessary material (painting) in physical form
(printed version) or digital form
No preparation of students is required
- Paper print of the picture of famous paintings
- Pieces of papers with icons of the added information or pencil or
colour crayons, pins/scotch/ pattex
For digital format:
- the digital photo of the painting and simple drawing software or just
an underlining pen
- projector or a laptop

Additional staff
support needed
or
combinations
with other
scientific topics
(optional)
Method
description

No need of additional staff support
Optional: in case the teacher desires, he/she could collaborate with a
member of the staff specialized in visual arts (painting, history of art
etc), or staff specialized in the use digital tools.

The method addresses teachers who love paintings and history of art
or have identified a class/students interested in painting.
‘’Paintings in teaching’’ proposes the use of paintings of acknowledged
artists as a support tool during the teaching process of a specified
educational content.
Paintings can be selected:
- according to the topic relevance to the educational content
- by taking into consideration the impact of the painting itself
and the importance of the painting in relation to the content.
The paintings could be used: (indicative yet not exhaustive practices)


as a tool transmitting specific knowledge

-with direct reference to information provided by the painting
-through gamification (treasure hunting, ‘’hide and seek’’ of hidden
information in the paintings)


as an assessment-evaluation tool: (indicative not exhaustive
practices)

-By embedding information related to the educational content in
famous paintings preferably with complex representations. The
student is invited to find/discover where the correct information is.
Detailed
instructions

1) At the beginning of the school year the teacher can ask if students
are interested in paintings
2) The teacher creates a lesson plan according to the curriculum
3) The teacher selects one painting/or more paintings relevant to the
subject or the educational objectives
4) The teacher researches information about the painting according to
the objectives of the lesson
5) The teacher prepares the printed painting (or digital version) for the
class or multiple copies for each student
5) The teacher presents and relates the painting to the topic of the
curriculum

6) The teacher stimulates dialogue with students, invites students to
participate verbally or by adding visual material if possible
7) The teacher suggests homework assignment (students have to
find paintings related to the subject, examine the painting and find
more information about it, look for other possible correlations of the
topic with other school subjects or arts, etc)
8) The teacher prepares a visual quiz /riddle for assessment based on
the painting/-s at the end of the lesson.
Experiments,
conducted in
the different
schools,
involved in the
project
Evaluation tools

An experiment with this tool was done by the teachers participating in
the online training under the GRT project.
The results obtained can be checked in Annex 3.

Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her progress
with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Is it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed method?
Which type of artworks get the most attention from your students? How
easy is it for them to analyse the works of art? Do you notice the
students’ confidence in analysis increase, based on experience with
visual thinking strategies (https://vtshome.org)?
Have you observed changes in the students’ interest towards the subject
and their engagement with classwork and homework? If yes, what were
they?
Have you observed an increased interest and desire to search for more
similar artworks or artworks that are related to the studied subject?

Group of tools: DRAW YOUR MIND
Name of the tool
Origin or
ownership of the
method
Goals of the tool

Visual Facilitation In Teaching
No specific ownership

This tool aims at:

Empowering teachers with various expertise and little or no
experience in drawing to start or continue using simple
hand-drawn sketches in the process of teaching
 Creating conditions for students who tend to process
information visually to easily grasp and retain knowledge
 Indirectly creating opportunities for the teachers to get in
touch with their inner creative resourcefulness
How the method
The GRT project aims i.a. at supporting teachers in establishing
corresponds to the creative and innovative learning environments and removing the
common guiding
fatigue from their daily routine.
principles of GRT
Our previous experience in working with numerous professionals in
the field of education shows that the acquisition of the simple
techniques of visual facilitation gives teachers a burst of inspiration
for their day-to-day work with their students. Once acquainted with
visual facilitation and overcome any limiting beliefs about their
inability to draw (if existent), teachers usually keep on
experimenting with the tool by regularly developing diverse learning
materials and activities. This creative expression of teachers’
knowledge and experience is usually a strong motivator for
continuous improvement of a teacher’s work.
Preparation
As visual facilitation is an organic tool, it needs no special
needed for
preparation or explanations in advance.
implementation of
the method
Materials needed
Off-line setting:
 White paper (A4, A3, A1) or a white board
 Black (or colorful) markers
Online setting:
 Tablet (Not obligatory. It is possible to use visual facilitation
in an online learning setting without any specific digital
devices - e.g. the teacher can draw images on paper, take a
photo of them and insert them in the learning materials
used. Another option would be to draw live in front of the
camera. For more detailed information - look at Lesson 10 of
Draw Your Mind video course)
 Simple drawing software (if using a tablet)
Additional staff
None necessary
support needed or
combinations with
other scientific
topics (optional)
Method
Visual language is universal and innate to all of us, it is deeply
description
inherited in our nature. We might even say that it is in our genes each one of us has learned to use and understand the universal


Detailed
instructions

language of symbols and pictures long before we learned the
meaning of words.
Educators have always known this and have strived throughout
history of teaching to use images in the most creative and effective
ways. So nowadays we have quite a rich tradition in using pictures,
images, and drawings in the process of teaching any topic.
So how is visual facilitation any different?
Once acquired, the simple techniques and scenarios of visual
facilitation allow any teacher, including those with no background in
drawing (and even those being previously discouraged by the limiting
belief that they are “not creative” and “not able to draw”) to
spontaneously (or well planned if preferred) illustrate any topic,
process or idea.
This tool has the potential to give teachers the freedom not only to
adapt any content according to their own creative ideas, but also to
improvise in unexpected ways and situations: as visual facilitation
requires no special media or preparation - only an open mind and a
certain dose of playfulness.
The training in visual facilitation is based on a step-by-step process
which allows teachers to gain confidence in using the techniques
independently in the classroom:
1. Sketchnoting Skills (e.g. drawing icons, people, containers,
connectors, lists, scenes)
2. Sketching processes (e.g. flowcharts, timelines, mind
mapping)
3. Subject-specific sketchnoting (e.g. Language Arts, Math,
Science, Social Studies, Cross-Discipline)
With this being said, it is obvious that visual facilitation creates
innumerable possibilities for implementation and further
development in the context of teaching. After completing the (video)
training teachers involved in the GRT project have the freedom to
choose how they would like to apply and experiment within their
classrooms.
Once teachers have the fluency in using techniques of visual
facilitation for illustrating diverse contents, they might also introduce
the tool to their students. And this itself creates a whole new level of
learning possibilities.
A collection of videos, guiding through the process.
Video, introducing the method:

https://youtu.be/VvtREYMfwPU
Introduction to Drawing your mind

https://youtu.be/pNRNrhjQfTs
Lesson 1 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/CripmUKN6Cg
Lesson 2 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/dcSR2ATO3-8
Lesson 3 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/CVLJWEbQyc0
Lesson 4 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/zkQRr7cr7t0
Lesson 5 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/VbTYXw8oO9M
Lesson 6 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/uY1dqjmE-to
Lesson 7 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/c_zhLgTB9Ps
Lesson 8 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/p0iOm46QDW4
Lesson 9 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/ogFbWrIz7Lw
Lesson 10 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/icJin45U49U
Lesson 11 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/hUubWRTRYvE
Lesson 12 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/ARHKrrkxfGQ
Lesson 13 – Drawing

https://youtu.be/6ZNZK61Ipcg
Lesson 14 – Drawing

Experiments,
conducted in the
different schools,
involved in the
project

Evaluation tools

https://youtu.be/7wpobEPYkKg
The tool was tested by the teachers, who participated in the online
GRT training. Further information in Annex 3.
Famous person narrative tool, visualized by Svetla Todorova through
this tool:

Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her
progress with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:

After going through the video course presented above, would you
consider it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed method?
Do you notice a change in the level of engagement and interest of
your students when you start spontaneously drawing for / before
them?
Have you noticed any of your students changing their habits and
introducing sketches to their notes or other types of viializations?
Have you observed changes in the students’ interest towards the
subject and their engagement with classwork and homework? If yes,
what were they?

Name of the
method
Origin or
ownership of the
method

How the method
corresponds to
the common
guiding principles
of GRT

Mind Mapping
Learning styles: reading & writing, visual, kinesthetic
Its origins are lost in time but its standardized form was given by
British psychology author Tony Buzan (in the 1960s) after looking into
some geniuses’ notes. He noticed that all of them shared at least one
common feature: the radial display of ideas linked to a central topic.
He also discovered that they used keywords, pictures, doodles,
associations or diagrams instead of sentences. He encouraged the use
of mind maps in the teaching/learning processes arguing that this is
the natural way our brain works: by making use of association and
imagination and usually preferring to scan a page radially.
The GRT project aims at:
 supporting teachers in establishing creative and innovative
learning environments
 improving students’ involvement in classes; thus, it tackles
the school drop-out phenomenon
A mind map is a creativity boosting tool. It encourages brainstorming
and stimulates students to give vent to their imagination. In addition,
a mind map engages students in their learning processes and teaches
them how to learn. A mind map is a tool used to stimulate and
challenge students. When they are mind mapping they use a wide
range of intellectual skills, involving both sides of the brain. Students
are asked to recall, understand, analyze, synthesize, and generate
new ideas. The brain thinks by imagination and association, which a
mind map constructively uses. When associations are created,
connections are made. Imagination and Association trigger images
that will help students to remember things. Images can be more

powerful and precise than words, enhancing creative thinking and
memory.
Preparation
needed for
implementation
of the method
Materials needed

Considering the scientific content through the method. Discussions
with the students if needed.

Off-line setting:
 White paper or a white board
 Black (or colorful) markers
Online setting:
 Tablet
 Simple drawing software
Not applicable

Additional staff
support needed or
combinations with
other scientific
topics (optional)
Method
A mind map is https://www.mindmeister.com/Mind maps are used
description
to visualize, classify and organize ideas. Mind maps are perfect for
classroom handouts helping students to take notes, review
knowledge, prepare a presentation, an essay/ a report, organize
projects, make decisions and solve problems. Mind maps can be used
at any stage of the lessons encouraging brainstorming and generating
discussions. Mind maps help students learn and understand concepts
by showing not only the big picture of a concept with its details in
context but also connections between the ideas. They are especially
useful for visual learners, such as dyslexic students, who may feel
demotivated when being given information in linear format.
Uses of mind maps
 Brainstorming (individually or in groups)
 Presenting information
 Organizing information graphically
 Note-taking
 Problem-solving
 Studying and memorization
 Planning
 Researching information from multiple sources
 Organizing/Learning vocabulary/grammar
 Writing essays
Detailed
instructions




Students:
Choose a word/ phrase that best represents the topic.
Write the word that represents the topic. Circle that
keyword.




Create branches from that keyword and write new words
(sub-topics) that they associate with the topic.
Create sub-branches that stem from the main branches to
further expand on ideas and concepts. These sub-branches
also comprise words that develop the topic. Students can use
different colors and images. They can personalize their mind
map with their own symbols and designs.

Mind maps can be drawn on paper or created by using mind
mapping software.
Mind mapping instructional video:

https://youtu.be/_08bkmHudYM
Experiments,
conducted in the
different schools,
involved in the
project

The method was tested with 19 students in Romania from Școala
Gimnazială "Elena Cuza" and scoala EuroEd.
The feedback received was as follows:
When asked how they felt during the modified lessons, the
students answered: comfortable (12), relaxed (4), stressed (1), bored
(1).
When asked whether the method helped them better understand
the material, 17 out of 19 answer YES.
When asked whether they feel more motivated to learn the subject
as a result of the lesson, 15 out of 19 answer YES.
When asked whether they would like to have more lessons like this
in the future, all answered YES.
When asked whether the modified lessons were distracting only 4
out of 19 answered positively.

The overall evaluation of this approach to adaptation of lesson plans
is highly positive and the tool is a recommended one.
Another test was done in Greece by Maria Stalia with 35 6th graders.
Check out the adaptation and testing report of My city in numbers
(English - Social studies).
The students participated very enthusiastically in all the tasks and
enjoyed learning through brainstorming, discovery, collaboration
and artwork. Students claimed they would prefer to have more
lessons of this kind. The students did an entry and exit Quizziz
(following a mix of recommendation from future classroom and
storytelling methodology) and their results were impressive.

An example of a mindmap on flipped classroom:

Evaluation tools

Lessons that have been adapted with the tool:
Elena Bulai+N. Iorga School RO_Mathematics_Mindmapping
Grozavu Florentin_Eminescu_Geography_Mindmapping
Marieta Condrea_Alecsandri School RO_Biology_Mindmapping
Mihaela Ionescu_Alecsandri School RO_Mathematics_Mindmapping
Maria Stalia 27th primary school of Thessaloniki Greece
Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her
progress with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Is it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed method?
Have you noticed improved results after you introduced mind
mapping in your work? By improved results we mean more aware
students, who have a better and clearer of idea of: the process they
need to go through in order achieve certain results or obtain certain
information; the details around a central scientific topic, which they
are studying?
Have you observed changes in the students’ interest towards the
subject and their engagement with classwork and homework? If yes,
what were they?
Have you observed an increased interest and desire to organize their
own manner of thinking and working via mind mapping?

Name of the
method
Origin or
ownership of the
method
How the method
corresponds to
the common
guiding
principles of GRT

Collage Making in Teaching
Learning style: visual, kinesthetic
No specific ownership/without copyright

The method follows the main principles of GRT: inspiration-lovefreedom.
This method:
 Addresses all teachers and students with or without specific
artistic skills
 Inspires teachers to use collage in teaching and evaluating
specific content of the educational curriculum
 Proposes a way to create ‘’maps’’ which represent the main
information included in the educational material and is part of
the specific knowledge of a discipline (numbers, dates,
personalities, scientists, places etc.)
The method aims to:
 support teaching and evaluating processes by introducing an
entertaining and attractive tool
 enable teachers to attract and stimulate students’ interest
 foster interaction and active physical and mental participation






Preparation
needed for
implementation
of the method

Materials
needed

Additional staff
support needed
or combinations
with other
scientific topics
(optional)

facilitate the memorization of difficult and vast information
through visual correlation (mapping) and physical participation
develop thinking skills
gamify evaluation/assessment processes
indirectly enhance creativity as it can lead to a product of
artistic value

Added value advantages of the method:
 entertaining and educational
 covers visual and kinesthetic types of learning
 develops key competences, important thinking skills
 offers instant perception of detailed information and an
overview of the complete ‘’picture’’ of the educational content
 improves individual learning but also fosters team work
 it is easily transferable to diverse disciplines
 it can be used by students with special needs (dyslexic,
Asperger)
This method requires:
 no special artistic skills of the teacher or students
 the standard preparation of the teacher; this is applied to any
content of the curriculum of the discipline (year plan) as well
as to each lesson plan and its content
 the teacher’s previous preparation of the visual physical
material for every lesson
 presentation/ explanation of the simple principles of collage
and mapping to the students in the first class of the school
year/ or at the beginning of the lesson when the method is
used
 occasional short preparation of the students at home
 a large scale printed map to be used in class
 paper scissors, cutters
 printer
 pins/ glues
 pencils/ colored crayon
If digital:
 preparation of a digital map
 projector or Tablet
 simple drawing software
No need of additional staff support.
This method can be easily integrated into a yearly project combining
several subjects (history, biology, physics, chemistry, environment, art
history etc.) and finally resulting in a large scale visual project with
educational content and of artistic interest. This requires the

Method
description

collaboration of teachers of different disciplines and the teacher of
arts.
For a digital version possible collaboration with IT teacher or member
of the stuff.
The method inspires and invites the teacher to create a ‘’collage
map’’ for the most important information provided by a discipline
content during a teaching class or a teaching year.
With this tool the teacher invites students to create a ‘’map’’
according to some parameters decided by the teacher and relevant to
the objectives of the educational content (examples: History geographical map/ local, national or international and divided in time
periods with visual lines).
This map will be the ‘’deck’’ (like strategy game decks) where collage
pieces of paper photos, dates, names, flags, or other information will
be added gradually.
Students will be invited either to create the collage pieces or to add
the collage pieces on the ’’ deck map’’ during the lesson.
At the end of the lesson the material can be removed and the same
map can be used for assessment, instantly testing the results of the
applied method.
*the method could be combined with other tools (such
as visualization through sketching (little flags, or use of other
symbols), or even music pieces/songs corresponding to the visual
added information)

Detailed
instructions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

At home the teacher:
Splits the content in sections according to the curriculum and
school classes
Defines the parameters (time/location or other) strudents will
focus on to create the ‘’collage map’’ relevant to the
educational content.
Lists the information (events, phenomenon, historic
personalities, dates, inventions, scientists, etc.) the students
need to study during the teaching process.
Creates a lesson plan incorporating the method of collage
mapping
Prepares all the above and the physical material before each
lesson (photos, printed words, names, places, formulas,
devices, even sketches)

In class:
1. explains the principles and the goals of the collage mapping to
the class

2. invites students to participate in the creation of the map/ deck
map on which all information will be added (a large scale
collage or individual small scale ‘’map decks’’)
3. informs/prepares students for the next lesson so they can
participate in the creation of collage items at home (invites
them to do short research in order to find photos, material of
the above) *optional
General guidelines:






During the teaching process the map deck will be placed on
the wall. The teacher/students can refer to information which
is already on the map, remove it or add new material
whenever the case.
During the lesson teacher poses questions/ provides
information and motivates students to add information on the
map (participation and stimulation of students’ interest).
Optional: at the end of the lesson teacher can remove part of
the information and invite students to add it again.

Then, the teacher and the class decide which information will be
permanently attached/ added to the map.
At the end of the class the collage map is removed and rolled until
next use.

Explanatory video about collage making:

https://youtu.be/BAa_jSDBry0
Experiments,
conducted in the
different schools,
involved in the
project

Adapted and tested lesson plans:
Florica Liliana Istrate_ Ele Cuza school_ French_Collage making_
Maria Ionela Lazorec_ Elena Cuza_ School_Mathematics_ Collage
making

Evaluation tools






portable collage map/ rolled and unrolled before/ after every
lesson
the final complete collage map is a teaching tool and an
evaluation tool at the same time/or a collection of map decks
corresponding to the educational content in which the
method was used
the collage map can take the form of short tests: students
have to add some of the information presented during the
lesson on a small scale map distributed at the end of the
lesson.

Group of tools: MUSIC IN THE AIR
Name of the Use of Voice: Keeping Your Voice
method
Origin
or Konstantin Kuchev, based on materials by Pamela Burnard, Rod Patton,
ownership of Jeffrey Agrell
the method
Goals of the For any teacher, it’s really important to be able to keep their voice
method
healthy and strong, as they will need it for many years.
The method aims at improving the confidence of teachers to use their
voice whilst preserving it. This will in turn enhance the understanding
and retention of the material by the students.
The tool also focuses on the conscious use of the voice for the creation
of an atmosphere of inspiration and understanding within the
classroom.

How
the
method
corresponds to
the
common
guiding
principles
of
GRT
Preparation
needed
for
implementation
of the method
Materials
needed
Additional staff
support needed
or combinations
with
other
scientific topics
(optional)
Method
description

The method can be used by any teacher. It can be seen as a base for the
development and use of the methods within the GRT project, whilst
preserving the vocal capabilities and capacity of the teacher. This is
designed to help teachers use their voice in a healthy way for a long time
with the help of breathing and voice techniques.

Detailed
instructions

How to preserve your voice when talking and singing for a long time?

Some voice warm-up, as described in the Tool, might be helpful for
leading the exercises more confidently. The method will also include
instructional videos in which the exercises will be clearly and
consistently demonstrated.
Space where you can move around comfortably and can do the vocal
warm-up. Heavy book.
No

This method is directly related to the “Music in the air” tool, however it
is designed as a general preparation for teachers, aiming at preserving
their voice and easing their work process. The effective use of voice is
also considered to be a powerful instrument when presenting new
information. The goal is that the students will personally connect with
every material they study and have sustained interest. And with the
exercises and approaches within this tool, this process will be made
easier both for the teacher and the student.

BREATHING is the KEY to using your voice healthily.
Use your diaphragm.
Teach your diaphragm when to WORK and when to REST.

Exercises for diaphragm:
1. Put your right hand on your diaphragm - just below your ribcage.
Breath-in through the nose. Your diaphragm expands. Breath-out.
Your diaphragm flattens. Every time you talk or sing, you should feel
that movement.
2. Still keeping your hand on your diaphragm, breathe in. Now breathe
out, but try not to let your diaphragm go down while letting out your
air. Of course, it will slowly decrease, but much slower. This is an
important point: When you sing or talk, you should use up your air
as slowly as possible, so you can rely on it. In this way, every possible
tension goes to your diaphragm while your throat can take a rest.
This is called diaphragmatic support. When you finish singing or
speaking, you can give a well-deserved rest to your diaphragm. This
is also very important: Teach your breath when to support your voice
and when to rest.
3. Lie down on your back and take a heavy book. Put it on your
diaphragm. Breathe in and rise the book with your diaphragm.
Breathe out and try to keep the book high for as long as possible.
Then rest and breathe normally. Repeat this exercise several times.
After you do it with air, you can also try with voice. Use a deep, long
and resonant Aaaaah, Oooooh, Eeeeeeh.
4. Stand straight and lift both your hands above your head. Hold your
air for five seconds. Then bend yourself down to touch the ground
before you, while slowly letting your air out with an Sssssss. Repeat
the same exercise using voice - first a long, closed-mouth Mmmmm
and then Maaaaaaa, Moooooo, Meeeeeeh, Muuuuu. It’s important
to hold your air for several seconds before you start to sing. Feel how
your diaphragm supports you while you sing. Rely on your breath.
5. Breathe in and out as if you are sipping some tea. Sip in for three
times and sip out for three. Then sip in for four and out for four, then
five. This will make your diaphragm more flexible.

6. Stand straight and bend a little bit at the knees, opening your legs in
a comfortable position. Put your hands on the back of your head.
Breath in and hold your breath. Start counting aloud - 1, 2, 3..., while
rocking your body left for one count and right for the next. Count
clearly and loudly. This will make your voice strong and connected
to your breath support.

USE your RESONATORS to help you properly PLACE your VOICE.

Your body is a musical instrument. You just have to activate its
resonators and you’ll be able to sing and talk with much less effort.
Another video, which sums up a number of exercises preparing the voice
for work: https://youtu.be/ugJ5Mg4icaE

Exercises for activating your resonators:
1. Put your hand on your chest. Say “Hmmmmmm”, going from your
normal speaking voice to the lower parts of your register. Feel the
vibration in your chest. Do this several times and feel the sensation
of calmness which it brings. Don’t forget to breathe in using your
diaphragm and breathe out, letting it slowly go down.
2. With
your hand on your
chest, say
an open
“Haaaaaammmmmmmm”, leading your voice forward with your
other hand. Feel how your voice is resonating and passing through
space when you lead it, giving it direction.
3. Choose a point in space - a photo in the room, an object or some
tree or stone if you are in the open. With your hand on your chest,
say a long open “Hoooooooooooommmmmm”, leading your voice
to reach this point. Do this several times. Feel how your voice
effortlessly crosses the space to reach this certain point. Try this with
other vowels and sounds - “Heeeeeeeeeeeeeyyyyyy”,
“Hoooooooooooy”, “Hiiiiiiiaaaaaaaaa”. You are now PROJECTING
your voice. This is a key in keeping your vocal cords safe when you
are talking or singing in an auditorium. Try this with some words:
“Suuuuuunnnnnn”, “Skyyyyyyy”, “Aiiiiiiiiiiirrrrrr”, “Wateeeerrrrrr”.
Make the words long and sing-able so you are sure you use your
diaphragmatic breath. Try the same with a part of your lesson that
you’re going to teach tomorrow. Sing your lesson to a point in space.
Then speak your lesson, still keeping the sensation of reaching
through space with your voice. Your throat is relaxed. Rely only on
your breath and the projection of your voice.
Make sure your throat is opened so you can effortlessly resonate with
your body and voice. Here are some helpful exercises:
1. Yawn with an “Аaaaaaaaah” and “Ooooooh” sound, going from low
to high and from high to low in your voice register. Feel the
relaxation it brings in your throat. Still keep using your diaphragm
and project your voice forward. This feeling of yawning gives you an

indication of what it’s like to talk and sing with an open throat. Of
course, you will not yawn while you give a lecture. But you can
maintain the same feeling of openness in your throat. If you do this
and some other relaxation exercises for your voice on a regular basis,
you won’t have to think about this when you work - your throat will
just naturally be relaxed.
2. Breathe in and out with a feeling of wonder. Imagine you see a
magical creature before you, breath in with a surprise and say
“Woooooooooow!”, “Heeeeeeeeeey!”, “Hoooooooow!”, “Hoooow
marvellous!” Feel how your throat and your whole face is opening
when you do this.
3. Imagine you have a hot potato in your mouth. You want to eat this
tasty potato, but it’s hot and so you are holding it between your
tongue and palate, trying not to burn yourself. This makes your
tongue stay low, which takes out a lot of tension. Also your soft
palate is rising, which relaxes your throat just like when your
yawning. And last but not least, you jaw is dropping freely. It’s very
important to be able to relax your jaw and not keep it stiff. Speak
and sing with this hot potato in your mouth as an exercise and you’ll
feel how relaxed your whole vocal system will be afterwards.
THE JAW
It’s of utmost importance to relax your jaw in order to keep your voice
for longer time while talking or singing. When the jaw is stiffed, that
changes the form of the oral cavity and breaks the beauty and precision
of the sounds, which should be produced freely and openly. The stiffed
jaw also hinders the movement of the tongue, which should be fast and
elastic to produce speech of quality.
Exercises for relaxing the jaw:
1. Relax your head forward until your chin is resting on your chest.
Now lift your head without the lower jaw. If you relax it completely,
it will stay loose because of its own weight, just like your hands stay
relaxed around your body.
2. Stay open mouthed with a relaxed jaw, until you feel it hanging, as if
separate from the head.
3. Put your fingers next to your ears where the jaw joints are located.
Now open your mouth. Start chewing, as if you are chewing food.
Feel the movement under your fingers. Now close your mouth, relax
your lower jaw and let it fall freely. The feeling under your fingers

should be different now, far more relaxed than when you were
chewing.
4. Imagine you hear something very surprising in a conversation. Get
up, take a deep breath and your throat will unconsciously open. Now
say: “Hey! Do you know what he just said?” You will feel how your
voice flows freely and clearly now.
THE TONGUE
The tongue is the main instrument which we use to shape our sound.
Exercise it to feel free in your speech.
1. Roll your tongue before your teeth, making circles. Make 15 circles
going left and 15 going right. This will take a lot of tension from the
tongue and also relax the throat.
2. Flap your tongue fast in your mouth, going up and down your vocal
register at the same time. Be louder when you go lower and quieter
when you go to the top, but try to feel that your voice really climbs
to the top of your head in the high register and goes way down in
your chest in the low register.
3. Hold your jaw with your hand and move it freely up and down,
forwards and backwards. The jaw is completely relaxed and only the
hand moves it. If your jaw wants to move on its own during this exercise,
massage it a little bit, also your cheeks and neck and try again until you
feel your jaw is relaxed. This will remove a huge part of your tension
when you’re speaking.
The SMILE is essential when you sing and talk. Open your mouth in a
smile and don’t hide your teeth - they are a unique resonator which
gives the audience the full splendor of your voice. Just smile, showing
your teeth, and sing your name. Keep on projecting your voice similarly
to the exercises above, this time with a smile. Feel how your voice fills
the whole space of the room, resonating back and forth, and in every
direction. Then read a presentation or a lesson, deliberately using your
smile. Your voice will sound bright and clear. Make sure that every word,
and especially every vowel is clearly spoken and projected forwards.
Vowels and consonants are both spoken forwards, using the perfect
resonator for this task - your teeth. You can practice this in front of a
mirror.

We naturally move to a higher or lower register of our voice, depending
on the emotion we want to express. This is called PLACEMENT of the
voice. You can train your voice.
“COLOURS” OF YOUR VOICE:
Use your voice with different colours and combinations between them
as suggested by the Italian psychologist, voice actor, actor, announcer
and writer Ciro Imparato to achieve better results in expression and
holding students’ attention for a good long time. Instructional videos
and explanation materials can be found on the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syYwP4No5mw .The colors are a
way to think about your voice in different ways:
Yellow voice - Friendship, sympathy. Smile. Use your voice in a range of
average to strong volume, high or low tone, depending on your feeling,
quite fast tempo, short pauses.
Green voice - Tender and caring, atmosphere of trust. The green voice
is sincere and calming and makes you worthy of trust. Use your voice in
strong to quiet volume, low tone, slow tempo, hesitant pauses, delicate
smile. This voice calms down and inspires empathy and sincerity.
Blue voice - Voice of authority or documentary voice. The blue voice is
stable and sure and is used by charismatic personalities. Use it from
middle to strong volume, low and undisputable tone, middle tempo,
sharp pauses, slight smile. The blue voice is the voice of institutions and
it inspires certainty and respect. It’s used in combination with the green
voice in this order: 1. Green. 2. Blue, to create the impression of power
and solidity.
Red voice - Passion and excitement. Do you want to create enthusiasm
and attract? Use the red voice. The red voice adds emotion to the
yellow, green and blue voice. It’s characterized by strong volume,
middle to high tone, fast tempo, alive rhythm, wide smile. The red voice
removes any barriers. It’s used to actively engage everyone present.
Smile, smile, smile while you talk! This will always bring out the best of
your voice.
Always remember to project your voice forward! You can try throwing
words into space. Take a word from today's lesson and ‘throw’ it against
the wall to hear its reflection coming back to you. Every syllable and
consonant should be clearly and openly pronounced forward and you
should hear it coming back very clearly. If you can hear it all coming back
and it resonates clearly across the room, you’re using your voice in a
healthy way.

Experiments,
Not applicable. This activity has the purpose of individual work with the
conducted
in voice.
the
different
schools,
involved in the
project
Evaluation tools Is it hard to establish a routine of using the proposed methods?
Which of the methods has had the most impact on your voice?
Have you observed changes in your voice’s stamina and the ability to use
it effectively? If yes, what were they?
Will you continue using the method in your future practice?

Name of the method Music in the Air
Origin or ownership Konstantin Kuchev, based on materials by Pamela Burnard, Rod
of the method
Patton, Jeffrey Agrell
Goals of the method

How the method
corresponds to the
common
guiding
principles of GRT
Preparation needed
for implementation
of the method

The “Music in the air” tool is focusing on Creative Voice Work and
exercises/approaches that blend learning, learning outcomes and
music. It provides a number of creative games to engage and inspire
students on different levels. These games are built in a consistent
way so that they can be implemented as creative seeds in the
learned material, when the teacher finds this most appropriate. The
games start in the form of improvisations and build into more
rehearsed performances. The students gradually become more and
more confident into playing with the material and express their
creativity in the process. Using music background, creativity and
active participation from the students, the tool aims at improved
retention of the material, more enjoyable learning and improved
results, especially with students that remember better through
listening.
The method can be used by any teacher and school, creating an
open environment for implementation of the studied material on a
deep level. Musical education is not a requirement for this method.
Creative freedom and unlocking every student’s potential for
expression is most vital for the suggested exercises.
A voice warm-up, as described in the Use of Voice Tool, might be
helpful for leading the exercises more confidently. The method will
also include demonstration videos in which the exercises and
games will be clearly and consistently demonstrated.

Materials needed

Percussion instruments and/ or other musical instruments will
always be helpful, also a sound system for playing backing tracks
from the Internet, and even a microphone for making the students
really feel they’re making a performance. None of these materials
is a necessity, though. Every game can be played just with body and
voice.
It would always be helpful to invite an instrumentalist to
accompany the students when they’re singing. This might be some
of their classmates or even the school’s music teacher. Again, this
is only an opportunity, not a necessity.

Additional
staff
support needed or
combinations with
other
scientific
topics (optional)
Method description Expressing through music is something we all carry in ourselves.
Each one of us is a magnificent musician. And if you ever sang and
somebody stopped you and said: “Stop singing out of tune”, this
doesn’t make you less musical than anybody else on the planet. We
can all express ourselves through music and it helps us connect with
experiences, knowledge and emotion. This is what “Music in the
air” is about. It gives opportunities for making this happen in your
classroom. The students will personally connect with every material
they study through common creative work. They will have this
material implemented not on the surface, but on a deep emotional
level of understanding.
Detailed
instructions

“Music in the air” is a method which uses music and its integration
during class for the improvement of retention of new material. It
uses multiple approaches that are utilized through games and
exercises, all of which include either a performance, lyrics
development or a song while using creativity.
At first, teachers should practice playing these creative music
activities themselves and then suggest them to their students. A lot
of new ideas and discoveries will surely emerge in the process.
Following are some examples from the development of the
method:
Part One - Awakening creativity in the class.
Sing your name. The whole class plus the teacher stands in a circle
and one by one, starting from the teacher, everyone gets to sing
their name in the way they feel at this moment. After one sings their
name on their own, the whole class repeats it for him, matching his
emotion, melody and gestures of the body as best as they can. This
goes on until everyone in the circle has sung their names. If

someone is shy and doesn’t want to sing, he/she can just speak
his/her name rhythmically or in any way he/she prefers - for
example tapping it with hands on the body instead of singing.
He/she can also choose to stay silent and join in the next round or
next game.
Creative Warm-up and TV
https://youtu.be/tVapdUwBztc

host

game

info

video:

Improvisational Circle Game - Six or more musical instruments are
placed on the floor, spread in a circle. Six students sit behind the
instruments so they can choose any instrument they like and make
some music together. The rest of the class listens with eyes closed.
Later the listeners will be invited to describe the music, its changes
and transformations, the feelings it arose in them. There is also one
conductor, chosen from the class, who quietly goes around the
circle, touching the six instrumentalists on the shoulder when
he/she wants them to begin playing and touching them again when
he wants them to stop. He/she chooses when they will play, but
they are free to choose how to play, aiming to complement what
the others are playing. The roles should be switched so everyone
can try to be a player, conductor or listener if they like. It’s
important to make a discussion after the circle with the teachers
asking questions about the experience. Here are some examples:
-What kind of things do you learn when you’re an improviser, a
conductor/composer or a listener?
- What changes did you notice in the music?
- What were some of the things that caused the music to change?
- What did you think about when you were tapped on the shoulder
to play?
- What did you think about when you were deciding whom to tap?
Music shop game - Two students play in this game. One of them is
the seller, the other is a client. The client walks into the shop and
asks for a specific song by a specific band - which is directly taken

from the material studied. For example: “Ophelia and Hamlet”,
“The Human Body” “The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire. Then
the shop person puts an imaginary CD of the requested recording
in the imaginary player and starts improvising this song. He/she
might be accompanied by a musician or a backing track from
YouTube. After some time of fun with the song, the client interrupts
him/her and wants to hear another song. After three or four songs,
he/she chooses which one to buy and leaves the shop. Then they
can switch roles.
Radio or TV host game - One student is a host in a radio or TV studio
and he invites guests to be interviewed. They can be scientific,
historical, literature figures played by other students. He asks them
about their life and work and they answer, keeping to what they
know about these figures and at the same time maintaining a good
show. There can also be advertisements from other students
interrupting the conversation every 5 minutes, which should be
related to the time and setting of the person/s interviewed.
Who is that masked man? Teacher and students bring different
masks and costumes and improvise dialogue and songs in the style
suggested by their mask/face. The masks can also be related to the
studied material.
Favourite song with new lyrics. The students choose songs they
know and rewrite their lyrics so they include parts of a particular
lesson. They try to keep the feeling, structure and consistency of
the song while adding as much of the material as possible. They can
start with just a chorus first - so the whole class can rewrite some
choruses of favourite songs during class or as homework. You can
give them some more time to finish the whole song at home and
prepare it to be presented in front of the class. A pianist or guitarist
would be useful in the process. Then there is a karaoke
performance with the new songs.

Part two - Emotional connection with the studied material.
As a preparation, there are several exercises that can be done by
the students, in order to help them set the mood, relax and
practice.
1. Emotional mirror. The students stand in a circle and each one can
share something from the way they feel. The three persons

opposite of him give him a mirror with their voices and bodies, so
he can see his state from the outside.
2. What I like, what I dislike. Each student can openly share
something that they like about their school, class, their textbooks,
classmates and teachers. And then, something that they dislike,
without the fear of being punished in any way for it. As we know,
students hold thousands of emotions that need to be expressed for
them to open up for creative work.
Here comes a video about expressing feelings through poems and
songs, which is important for emotional preparation for further
work with scientific content: https://youtu.be/a7mHIwHA_38

Sing one word.
Each student sings one word - just one word from the lesson which
stands out and is most important for this lesson to them. The rest
of the class repeats after this student, using his exact intonation,
mood and gestures of the body.
The teacher should gauge whether these exercises are necessary
within their classroom if yes, designate a short period of time for
them. Then, a selection of the below exercises can be made and
assigned to the students during a longer period of time- they can be
mixed, done one after the other or be assigned in relation to specific
classes.
Favourite character.
- Each student chooses a favourite character from the lesson and
learns about him/her in detail as homework.
- He/she also prepares a presentation in the form of a monologue,
in an I-form: “I’m Shakespeare and I like dramatic plots.” When the
emotion in the monologue starts growing, the character starts
singing, just like in a musical, where speech and singing go in turns.

-The student prepares suitable background music from YouTube or
with the help of a musician friend to accompany his performance.
-Each student makes a presentation of his/her monologue in front
of the class.
Character song info video: https://youtu.be/G1DpbB_2zo0

Dialogue between two characters
- Romeo and Juliet or Don Quixote and Hamlet, for example. The
students use speech, movement and singing, they also have
background music to support them. The characters or historical
figures might come from totally different time and age, impossible
to meet in reality, but that could make it even more interesting.
Educational song
- Divide the class into groups.
- Give each group part of the lesson - facts, names, dates, numbers.
- Each group chooses their music style and background
instrumental for their song. It might be hip-hop, rock, jazz, classical.
They search on YouTube: “free hip-hop backing track /beat” or
“free rock backing track / instrumental track” and find something
they like.
- Each group works in a separate space or at home, where they
listen to the instrumental track and start writing together the lyrics
on a whiteboard or in Google Docs, so they can correct them. They
insert the provided facts and try to match them with the rhythm,
and rhyme them when possible. Helping tools: rhyming dictionary
in Google. They can also use Flocabulary (a modern learning
program that uses educational hiphop to engage students) and the
educational TV program Schoolhouse Rock.
https://www.rhymezone.com
https://www.flocabulary.com/subjects/
- You can make an example song together with the whole class,
writing the words and choosing the music, as an example before
they do it in their groups.

- Upon a next class meeting each group presents the lyrics together
with the backing tracks and the teacher together with the class can
suggest corrections in the text and rehearse the songs.





Each group presents the finalized songs in front of the class
and has the homework task to record a video performing
the song. The groups sing together and they might also
have soloists for more accents and variety.
All the songs are uploaded on a YouTube channel, created
for educational songs.
Also, the backing tracks can be made by students keen on
music programs or played live by students who play an
instrument.

Educational song info video: https://youtu.be/6gM_9Co0cCg

Hip-hop battle
Divide the students into two groups facing each other. You should
have two opposing positions here: The Roman Empire against Egypt
or Montagues vs. Capulets. Play a free hip-hop beat from YouTube.
Each group has a leader and backing vocalists. The leader or rapper
eagerly defends the group’s position, and the group repeats after,
just like a hip-hop crew. The leader is changed after some lines,
without interrupting the song.
The Hero Song
Based on the material learned, students give ideas for the text, the
teacher writes them down on a huge sheet of paper or several
sheets, then he/she puts the sheets on the wall so that everyone
can see them and starts writing the lines of the song together with
the class. They can suggest rhymes, using also a rhyming dictionary.
Then the class gives suggestions for the melody and with the help
of a musician it’s being fixed and recorded by phone or a recording
device. In a next meeting, they polish the lyrics and melody and
rehearse the song. It can also be recorded with a full arrangement
using a program like Garage Band and putting a microphone in the

classroom so students can take their turns to record - in small
groups, they record each section of the song, then they record all
together, which is used mainly for the choruses. The best takes from
these records are chosen for the final song. The song is performed
in front of schoolmates, teachers and parents.
If there are several students playing musical instruments, you can
divide the class into groups and give each group a musician that will
accompany the singers. It’s good to have an accompaniment, as it
gives a strong foundation for creating the song. This
accompaniment can be done by percussion instruments also, even
more simple ones, which the rest of the group can play while one
or two of them are presenting the song, or it can be just a free
backing track played from YouTube. Each student should be given a
role they like in the process - songwriter, performer, percussionist,
instrumentalist. It’s not obligatory that everyone would sing.
What’s important is the common creative process, in which the
students take much more personally the studied material. An
example on this task is provided in the Open Door video, because
it’s something that can really engage the students to work together
and develop their work, achieving a satisfying result both artistically
and educationally. They can include more and more details and
polish their performance. And mainly, have lots of fun and
inspiration in the process.
What impresses me the most. One student sings to another of his
choice the part from the lesson which most impresses him. Then
they switch roles. There can also be a discussion why this was the
most important part for them. After they finish, another couple
does the same.
The sad song / happy song. Each student chooses a particularly
emotional event or subject from the lesson and sings it as a very
dramatic or a really happy song. He/she tries to be sincere and
genuine in the process and not pretend, letting the song’s matter
pass through the emotions. He/she can start in one of the emotions
and gradually or instantly switch to the other end, mixing them
according to his feeling.
Presentation with a soundtrack. While two students present the
lesson to the class, working together as a team, the rest of the class
makes a film soundtrack for it with voices, instruments and
anything in the classroom, getting deep into the atmosphere. The
two students working together can use acting, singing, images,
slides, or just tell the lesson as a documentary - they choose how to

present it. After they act it out together with the class, it can be
presented in front of other classes as well.
USING MUSIC IN CLASS
Using suitable background music for different classes can boost
understanding and make a better emotional connection between
you, the students and the studied material. You can choose this
music together with the students.
You can also have different signals to separate different activities,
like not a sharp, but rather calming signal and music between
classes to help students stay relaxed and focused.
When someone is telling the lesson for his favourite character,
choose a suitable background music. In this way he is not just
reciting a lesson, he is performing.
Experiments,
Use of music for an adaptation of material on India – an example
conducted in the with an educational song:
different
schools,
involved in the
project

https://youtu.be/wSFf9cNsonw
The tool has been used in the following adaptations/tests:
History Portugal and the world - Mário Caeiro – Portugal
Literature - Tsenka Kucheva – Bulgaria
Palaiologou Evdoxia 4th Primary school Nea moudania Testing
report
Useful household skills - Mário Caeiro – Portugal
MERTSIOTI STERGIANI 4TH primary school of Nea Moudania –
Download also the song they created in their Greek language
classes on how to be a good bike rider:

https://youtu.be/n1hw5nf__zA
Lada Elisavet 6th graders test and report (the song the students
created - https://youtu.be/UzX-UXgh4ec)

Evaluation tools

Students’ feedback as reported by Mario Caeiro (Portugal): “It was
evident a greater availability, commitment, and interest in the
performance of the activity and the sound exploration of musical
instruments, as well as for viewing music videos. Thus, the learning
and internalization of theoretical contents proved to be more
rewarding and significant. This experience and the possibility of
students presenting their musical work in the form of a public
presentation to the educational community.”
Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her
progress with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
After introducing the exercises, was it easier or harder for the
students to understand and engage with the material?
What is the learning motivation after the lesson? Have there been
any changes?
Would you personally prefer to have more lessons of this type or to
return to traditional lessons?

How would you evaluate the usefulness of the exercises within the
tool?
What feedback did you receive from the students, if any?
Was the adapted lesson more distracting than the regular lesson?
Was there a change in the marks of the students, after using the
adapted approach? Was there an increase in information
retainment?

Group of tools: FLIP THE FUTURE
Name of the tool
Origin or
ownership of the
method
Goals of the tool

How the method
corresponds to the
common guiding
principles of GRT

Flipped Classroom
The flipped classroom is a new pedagogical model which was
created in 2004 by Jonathan Bergmann and Aaron Sams, two
Chemistry teachers who worked together at Woodland Park High
School in Woodland Park, Colorado.
Flipped classroom is a pedagogical approach in which direct
instruction moves from the group learning space to the individual
learning space, and the resulting group space is transformed into a
dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator
guides students as they apply concepts and engage creatively in the
subject matter.
The GRT project aims at:
 supporting teachers in establishing creative and innovative
learning environments
 improving students’ involvement in classes, so to tackle the
school drop-out phenomenon
A flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type of blended
learning, which aims to increase student engagement and learning
by having students’ complete readings at their home and work on
live problem-solving during class time. It moves activities, including
those that may have traditionally been considered homework, into
the classroom. In a flipped classroom, students watch online
lectures, collaborate in online discussions, or carry out research at
home while engaging in concepts in the classroom with the guidance
of a mentor.
The flipped classroom intentionally shifts instruction to a learnercentered model in which time in the classroom is used to explore
topics in greater depth and create meaningful learning opportunities

while students are initially introduced to new topics outside of the
classroom.
Preparation
needed for
implementation of
the method

Materials needed

You are a teacher and you want to prepare a lesson based on the
flipped classroom methodology. Here are some tips:
 plan to spend time developing course content and in-class
activities.
 plan to experiment and iterate
 engage teaching assistants
 get to know your technology
 spend a class session setting expectations
 let students know what they stand to gain
The following tools are listed from most basic to most sophisticated
and can be used alone or in tandem to make flipped classrooms
more engaging:







Method
description

Google Drive
YouTube
Teachem
The Flipped Learning Network
Camtasia Studio
Edmodo or Schoology

Presentation, current event discussions, peer reviewing, projectbased learning, and skill development or concept practice. Because
these types of active learning allow for highly differentiated
instruction, more time can be spent in class on A flipped classroom
is an instructional strategy and a type of blended learning, which
aims to increase student engagement and learning by having
students’ complete readings at their home and work on live
problem-solving during class time. It moves activities, including
those that may have traditionally been considered homework, into
the classroom. In a flipped classroom, students watch online
lectures, collaborate in online discussions, or carry out research at
home while engaging in concepts in the classroom with the guidance
of a mentor.
In the traditional model of classroom instruction, the teacher is
typically the central focus of a lesson and the primary disseminator
of information during the class period. The teacher responds to
questions while students defer directly to the teacher for guidance
and feedback. In a classroom with a traditional style of instruction,
individual lessons may be focused on an explanation of content
using a lecture style. Student engagement in the traditional model
may be limited to activities in which students work independently or
in small groups on an application task designed by the teacher. Class
discussions are typically centered on the teacher, who controls the
flow of the conversation. Typically, this pattern of teaching also

involves giving students the task of reading from a textbook or
practicing a concept by working on a problem set, for example,
outside school.
The flipped classroom intentionally shifts instruction to a learnercentered model in which time in the classroom is used to explore
topics in greater depth and create meaningful learning opportunities
while students are initially introduced to new topics outside of the
classroom. In a flipped classroom, content delivery may take a
variety of forms. Often, video lessons prepared by the teacher or
third parties are used to deliver content, although online
collaborative discussions, digital research, and text readings may be
used. It has been claimed that the ideal length for the video lesson
is eight to twelve minutes. Flipped classrooms also redefine in-class
activities. In-class lessons accompanying flipped classrooms may
include activity learning or more traditional homework problems,
among other practices, to engage students in the content. Class
activities vary but may include: using math manipulatives and
emerging mathematical technologies, in-depth laboratory
experiments, original document analysis, debate or speech higherorder thinking skills such as problem-finding, collaboration, design
and problem solving as students tackle difficult problems, work in
groups, research, and construct knowledge with the help of their
teacher and peers. A teacher's interaction with students in a flipped
classroom can be more personalized and less didactic, and students
are actively involved in knowledge acquisition and construction as
they participate in and evaluate their learning.
Go to our YouTube channel for the explanatory video on flipped
classroom.

https://youtu.be/ReT7Z4pNI-E
Detailed
instructions

The 6-step guide to flipping your classroom:
1. Plan

Figure out which lesson in particular you want to flip. Outline
the key learning outcomes and a lesson plan.
2.

Record
Instead of teaching this lesson in-person, make a video. A
screencast works. Make sure it contains all the key elements
you’d mention in the classroom.

3.

Share
Send the video to your students. Make it engaging and clear.
Explain that the video’s content will be fully discussed in
class.

4.

Change
Now that your students have viewed your lesson, they’re
prepared to actually go more in-depth than ever before.

5.

Group
An effective way to discuss the topic is to separate into
groups where students are given a task to perform. Write a
poem, a play, make a video, etc.

6.

Regroup
Get the class back together to share the individual group’s
work with everyone. Ask questions, dive deeper than ever
before.

After the six steps, Review, Revise, and Repeat!
Some other strategies that can be used in in-class activities include:








Active learning. Allow students to apply concepts in class
where they can ask peers or instructors for feedback and
clarification
Peer instruction. Students can teach each other by explaining
concepts or working on small problems
Collaborative learning. Collaborative learning activities could
increase
student
engagement,
enhance
student
understanding, and promote collective intelligence
Problem-based learning. Class time can be spent working on
problems that can last for the duration of a semester
Discussions or debate. Give students the opportunity to
articulate their thoughts on the spot and to develop their
arguments in support of their opinions or claims

Experiments,
conducted in the
different schools,
involved in the
project

The methodology was tested at 39 Secondary school by history
teacher Gergina Blagoeva with 7th graders. 4 test lessons were
done with class 7A and 3 test lessons with class 7B.
History adapted lesson test 7A grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 15 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/WgyDd1P0AIU
History adapted lesson test 7A grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 18 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/yUbSCIfCogo
History adapted lesson test 7A grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 22 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/s4jf-2ho128
History adapted lesson test 7A grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 29 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/KJJc-dVcaJo
History adapted lesson test 7B grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 18 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/HVXE9n_MDv0
History adapted lesson test 7B grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 24 Nov 2021.

https://youtu.be/UbqaV94u5t4

History adapted lesson test 7B grade 39 Secondary school "Petar
Dinekov" (in Bulgarian), conducted on 1 Dec 2021.

https://youtu.be/6yrRneSg7bU

The test done in Bulgaria with adaptations of lessons in history with
7th graders was evaluated at the end and the experience was
considered by 17 students in the following manner:
Was it easier for you to understand the material through this way
of presentation?
64.7% answered YES.
Was this way of presenting the lesson more distracting for you?
52.9% said that it was not.
What is your motivation for learning after having the material
presented this way?
58.8% confirmed that they are more motivated to learn, 29.4% do
not find a huge difference and 11.8% do not consider themselves
motivated to learn.
Would you like more lessons to be adapted in this way?
47.1% say definitely yes, 11.8% are uncertain and 41.7% would
prefer their lessons in the traditional manner.

The tool was also tested in 4th primary school in Nea Moudania
with 6th graders and their class on personalities worth

remembering (Social and Political Education). The tool was
combined with role-playing and music in the classroom tools.
This lesson aims at helping pupils learn about famous people who
fought for democracy, peace and social justice.
Before the lesson: The teacher shares a link of a classic animated
movie (Robin Hood) which the pupils watch in order to identify the
issues of social injustice and oppression.
During the lesson: the teacher uses the movie as a springboard to
talk about social justice and the principles of democracy. The pupils
are organized in groups. They use the Internet to find information
about Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, Abraham Lincoln and
Mother Teresa. A representative of each group makes a brief
presentation of the historical personality they worked on. Then, a
class discussion follows to find out what these people have in
common.
Some pupils play the role of candidates for presidency and deliver
their campaign speeches. The citizens (pupils-rest of the class)
evaluate each candidate, focusing on whether the issue of social
justice is included in their campaign promises.
Students in groups select important thoughts of these important
people from the internet and create posters, which they present to
their classmates and post in the classroom for constant feedback.
The pupils sing and choreograph the song ‘Heal the world’ and
each group creates a poster with the aforementioned historical
personalities’ most famous quotes.
A video from the work done: https://youtu.be/U7hLXnA4Lw0

A video of “Heal the world” song the students performed:
https://youtu.be/NFeaOB_epCI

The tool was also used in Portugal with 5th graders. Download the
report here.
The tool was also used in Greece in a History lesson by Stergianni
Mertsioti. Download the report here.
Adapted lesson plans in informatics, provided by Margarita
Farlinkova, are also available in Bulgarian language. Download
them here.
Evaluation tools

Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her
progress with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Was it hard to prepare the material to be used at home?
After introducing the activities, was it easier or harder for the
students to understand and engage with the material?
What is the learning motivation after the lesson? Have there been
any changes?
Would you personally prefer to have more lessons of this type or to
return to traditional lessons?
How would you evaluate the usefulness of the tool?
What feedback did you receive from the students, if any?
Was the adapted lesson more distracting than the regular lesson?
Was there a change in the marks of the students, after using the
adapted approach? Was there an increase in information
retainment?

Name of the
tool

Future Classroom Methodology Of Teaching

Origin or
ownership
of
the metho
d

The Future Classroom Methodology of Teaching is a new pedagogical
model, which was inspired by European Schoolnet and was
developed by CREF Education since 2016 for teacher training in all our
schools.

Goals of the
tool

Future Classroom methodology of teaching is an inspirational
learning environment, challenging teachers to rethink the role of
pedagogy, technology, and design in their classrooms. In the future
classroom, students are encouraged to discover for themselves; they
are given the opportunity to be active participants rather than
passive listeners. Through six learning zones, visitors can explore the
essential elements in delivering 21st century learning: students' and
teachers' skills and roles, learning styles, learning environment
design, current and emerging technology, and societal trends
affecting education.

How the
method
corresponds t
o the common
guiding
principles of
GRT

The GRT project aims at:
● suppor ng teachers in establishing crea ve and
innovative learning environments
● improving students’ involvement in classes, so to tackle the
school drop-out phenomenon.
When students are placed in a live classroom, they experience social
interactions with peers and establish rapport with teachers. Helping
children develop socially is an important aspect of their academic
education. Classroom teaching environments help students figure
out how to resolve conflicts, work in teams, get along with those from
different cultural backgrounds and give presentations in front of
peers. Such experiences are valuable in shaping students'
communication and listening skills, as well as growing and maturing
emotionally.
Teaching in a classroom environment opens opportunities for
teachers to do more with their lesson plans. Rather than lecture
students and make them take notes, classrooms keep children
stimulated through interactive and interesting activities. When
students are engaged in their studies, they retain more of the material
and really learn the information. Classroom teaching also
accommodates different types of learners. For instance, students
who are visual learners can excel in a classroom setting where
theatrical presentations, storytelling or movies contribute to the
lessons. Hands-on learners may also do well in a schoolroom.
Being creative can help teachers and students to solve problems. This
is useful to all because problem-solving is what teachers do every
moment of their working day, from deciding on teaching materials,
procedures and grades, to adapting an activity that learners are not
responding to and helping individuals who are not progressing as
they should.
To keep developing these skills, is very important to make creativity
part of our daily routine rather than an occasional activity. Look at
everything we do with a
critical eye and consider how our lessons could be made more
motivating, productive and interesting for our learners.

Preparation
needed for
implementatio
n of the
method

The first thing you need to do is looking at the school curriculum and
the things the students need to learn, in order to find a DRIVING
QUESTION which takes them there. You will not teach them. Just
organize their learning process. This question should be open-ended
and objective. Driving questions should not be asking students to
make something “good” or decide if something is “good” or “bad”.
It will be important to understand what type of questions you
already asked in your classroom. You will probably ask a variety of
directed and open ended questions throughout the school day, in
different classes, although it will depend on your subject or project
work.
Open-ended questions, normally, have multiple correct answers and
allow. students to approach the question from different viewpoints.
It requires students to investigate before answering the question.
So, here are the main steps to organize your work in the classroom:
● Brainstorm with the students based on a DRIVING QUESTION.
● Introduc on to the DRIVING QUESTION: it can be just
oral information, a PowerPoint, or a video.
● Links for useful informa on and/or books to learn according to
the things that the students need to learn. The objective is helping
them on giving some orientation for their research.
● Forma ve evalua on about the learning unity, according to
the curriculum and the subject

Materials
needed

● A teacher computer
● A projector in the classroom
● Tablets, computers, or mobile phones with internet
connection
● School library books

Method
description

Education is a process through which we not only build students’
confidence in themselves, but also feed their curiosity about the
world around them and their role in it. Creative teachers use their
creativity to design innovative lessons, create stimulating classroom
environments, and engage their students in interesting projects. The
teacher must promote freedom and passionate love for the work
to prepare the students for the future and encourage them to
become innovators. The students have to “learn how to learn”.

Creating a classroom atmosphere in which seeking and solving
problems is welcomed, teaching both cooperation and
independence, and encouraging questioning and experimentation.
So, Future classroom methodology of teaching is based on the
following steps:
a) The teacher is a orientator/mediator. His/her task is not teaching
but helping students to achieve the information by themselves.
b) First step: DRIVING QUESTION - Each working moment starts
by a brainstorming so that they students can feel motivated to
the work. c) Second step: INVESTIGATION – The teacher can give
some links in order to help students to find useful information,
although they can find it by themselves.
d) Third step: CREATE - The students collected the information, having
in mind the driving question and some links or extra materials
given by the teacher. Then, they prepare their opinion based on
the investigation already done.
e) Fourth step: EXCHANGE – As a group work, students exchange their
ideas with other colleagues, about the work done. This situation
puts them like in a revision lesson about the things that they need
to learn.
f) Fifth step: PRESENT – As a group or individually, depending on
the objectives in the classroom, students present their final work.
At the end of each presentation, it must be done a class
reflection.
g) Sixth step: FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT – the teacher asks
students to make their formative assessment, preferentially
based on an online tool.

Detailed
instructions

Future Classroom Methodology of Teaching guide (Example):
1. Preparing the Driving Question: make the question engaging. The
best questions are easily understood and interesting. They ignite
curiosity, making students eager to explore answers. Use MENTIMETER
to brainstorming and discuss results with the students.
Click: https://www.mentimeter.com/
And enter code number given by the you. Only the teachers need to
sign in.
2. Activities to promote creativity and critical thinking skills: based on
the student’s opinions: present some ideas and choose what driving
question is adequate to the planned work, according to the
curriculum.
Some examples that can be used:
http://www.escolasdesesimbra.pt/moodle1/course/view.php?id
=75

3. Give some links to help students in their investigation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqxMzKLYrZ4
or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3gqoDUtmt4
or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJAbATJCugs
TEXT FROM NASA:
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/GlobalWarming

4. Investigation: in groups or individually, depending on the
situation, students prepare their work and study. They also can use
the school library where they can find interesting books to learn or
even their schoolbook.
5. After collecting their things to learn they should exchange
information with another group from the class, so that they can make
better their final work.
6. Finally, they should present the work to the class, using some type
of oral or digital presentation, depending on the situation.
7. After observing all presentations from the class, the teacher asks
students to do, individually, a formative online evaluation, using
QUIZIZZ:
https://quizizz.com/join
Click, enter the code number and your name
a) Secondary school students (10 questions)
b) Basic school students (9 questions)
Instructional video on future classroom teaching methodology:

https://youtu.be/5H6SDyouvHs

Experiments,
conducted
in the different
schools,
involved in the
project

Adapted lesson plans with the tool:
Any scientific subject - Story Book - Vitor Costa – Portugal
Geography Train adventure - Vitor Costa – Portugal
Geography+English – Italy
IT - Vitor Costa – Portugal
Social sciences - Stamps, small pieces of the world - Vitor Costa –
Portugal
Social sciences Understand yourself - Vitor Costa - Portugal

Evaluation tools

Questions, which a teacher can use in order to monitor his/her progress
with this tool and establish its usefulness and feasibility:
Was it hard to come up with driving questions related to the topics you
are teaching?
After introducing the activities, was it easier or harder for the students
to understand and engage with the material?
How eager were they to participate?
What is the learning motivation after the lesson? Have there been any
changes?
Would you personally prefer to have more lessons of this type or to
return to traditional lessons?
How would you evaluate the usefulness of the tool?
What feedback did you receive from the students, if any?
Was the adapted lesson more distracting than the regular lesson?
Was there a change in the marks of the students, after using
the adapted approach? Was there an increase in information
retainment?

Annexes

Annex 1 Learning styles
I.

What are the different learning styles and why are they important for the
optimal teaching approaches?

In order to reach the objectives set out in the project, and to be able to provide teachers not
only with a toolbox that they can apply in their everyday work, but also with guidance on
which tools will be most efficient in their classroom, the first step to take is to make an
evaluation of the different learning styles of the students.
As discussed above, every person is unique, and that uniqueness transcends to the way we
learn as well. In order for the teacher to be able to optimally transfer the information to the
class, he/she needs to be aware of the differences of the students.
According to Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory, there are seven learning styles.
However, for the purpose of this project and the efficiency in the classroom, we recommend
a focus on the four main categories, namely: Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic learners and
Reading/writing learners.
What does each of these learning styles comprise of?
1. Visual learners
How to recognize visual learners in your class: When a student is visually inclined, he/she is
partial to seeing and observing things, including pictures, diagrams, written directions and
more. They often doodle, use different colours for notes, make lists that are short and to the
point, etc.
How to cater to visual learners: The use of white/black board is important when teaching this
type of students. Opportunities for drawing and diagrams need to be utilised. Other visual
materials such as pictures and short videos, as well as powerpoint presentations and handouts
with multiple colours and distinct fonts. Be sure to give students a little time and space to
absorb the information.
Tips on learning strategies that can be recommended to students:


Utilize graphic organizers such as charts, graphs, and diagrams.

•

Redraw your pages from memory.

•

Replace important words with symbols or initials.

•

Highlight important key terms in corresponding colours.

2. Auditory learners
How to recognize auditory learners in your class: If a student is an auditory learner, they will
tend to learn better when the subject matter is reinforced by sound. They prefer listening

rather than taking notes, reading out loud and even making voice notes. According to
researchers, they also speak up in class more and tend to repeat questions before answering
them, and in some cases can be slower in reading.
How to cater to auditory learners: This type of students thrives during discussions. Music as
a background stimuli during a lecture or class can be of help, as well as recordings wherever
appropriate. Also, it is recommended that during class they should be involved by being asked
to repeat new concepts back to you.
Tips on learning strategies that can be recommended to students:
•

Record your summarized notes and listen to them on tape.

•
Talk it out. Have a discussion with others to expand upon your understanding of a
topic.
•

Reread your notes and/or assignment out loud.

•

Explain your notes to your peers/fellow “aural” learners.

3. Kinesthetic learners
How to recognize kinesthetic learners in your class: Kinesthetic learners, also known as tactile
learners, learn through experiencing or doing things. They prefer getting involved in
experiments (say in chemistry or physics classes), can take advantage of building items or
handling tools. They are also prone to needing movement and are good at sports.
How to cater to kinesthetic learners: These types of students have to be actively involved in
class. For example, a suggested approach is to instruct students to act out a certain scene from
a book or a lesson you’re teaching. Having physical examples of elements of the lesson can
prove to be vital. Once kinesthetic learners can physically sense what they’re studying,
abstract ideas and difficult concepts become easier to understand.
Tips on learning strategies that can be recommended to students:
•
Use real life examples, applications and case studies in your summary to help with
abstract concepts.
•

Redo lab experiments or projects.

•

Utilize pictures and photographs that illustrate your idea.

4. Reading/writing learners
How to recognize reading/writing learners in your class: As the type title suggests, these
students rely on writing and reading for learning. This suggests that they tend to express
themselves better through writing, are fast and eager readers and, unlike the visual learners,
they take longer notes. Usually, they need to write something down to remember it.
How to cater to reading/writing learners: This style corresponds the most to the so–called
traditional education system. What can be recommended here, if the students falling within

this group asks to write a paper instead of doing a presentation, or if they need more time to
write things down, this should be allowed and would lead to better results. Also, including text
when using diagrams or charts could be beneficial.
Tips on learning strategies that can be recommended to students:
•

Write, write and rewrite your words and notes.

•

Reword main ideas and principles to gain a deeper understanding
II.

Guide for the use of the questionnaire

As mentioned above, understanding that there are different types of learners and being able
to distinguish between them is important and can lead to a more efficient, and also dynamic
and exciting classroom experience for both teachers and students. More often than not
however, students themselves are not consciously aware of what type of learner they are, or
they may not have distinct enough traits for the teacher to simply notice. Also, in a classroom
where only the traditional education system approaches are used, it can be even more difficult
and time consuming to make that distinction. In order to support teachers in this process, a
questionnaire has been developed based on multiple available ones that are grounded in
research. The objectives of the questionnaire are:






To raise teachers’ awareness of the profile of the classroom in a short span of time
To allow teachers to select the most appropriate tools and methods for them to use,
based on that profile
To raise students’ awareness of their own learning style preferences
To encourage students to expand the learning styles they use
To help students get to know each other and foster respect for and awareness of
diversity in learning styles

1. How should you present the questionnaire?
Designate enough time for the questionnaire. Recommended time is: ……..
Explain to the students that everyone is different and unique in how they learn.
Share your understanding of it and clearly explain you wish to provide the most useful
and efficient learning experience for them.
 Explain that they will have to fill out a short questionnaire. There are no right or wrong
answers. They should answer truthfully as this would be helpful for them to utilize their
strengths, as well as for you.




2.

The Questionnaire is accompanied by an additional guide for evaluation of the results.

3.

Evaluation of the results and next steps
After distributing the questionnaire and going over the results, it is recommended to have
a discussion, either with the class as a group, or individually. Each learning style
description should be read out loud, so that all have an understanding of the content.
Allow for any arising questions to be covered during this process. The students should be









made aware of their results. Parents should be made aware, so as to use them as a guide
for home studies if necessary.
It is recommended that a chart is made with the overall results, so that you have the
overview of the class profile and are able to select the right approaches for your future
teaching.
Encourage the students to try other learning styles and expand the ways in which they
take in new information. This can be done in an informal manner. Students can exchange
among themselves their favourite and most efficient learning techniques. Remind
students that tasks that do not seem quite as suited to their style preferences will help
them stretch beyond their ordinary comfort zone, expanding their potential to adapt to
different learning and working situations.
If needed, the questionnaire can be distributed again, after a significant amount of time
to see if there are changes in the learning styles, and/or whether students have expanded
the range of learning methods they use.

Learning Style Questionnaire
Please answer all questions. Choose the answer that best describes your preference. Please
select only one of the options per question. And remember, there are no right or wrong
answers!

a.
b.
c.
d.

1. I remember something new by:
Discussing it with someone or listening to a recording/podcast
Writing it down
Watching a video about it
Trying it out

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.

During a class, I tend to:
Take as many notes as I can
Watch the teacher and what he/she is presenting
Move around and get involved in the class
Listen to the teacher

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I listen to a song, I:
Visualise the video
Open up the lyrics
Sing along as I know every word
Start dancing

4.
a.
b.
c.

If I want to learn about a new topic that I find interesting, I:
Find an article
Talk to someone who knows about it
Find a chart that uses maps and graphs to describe it

d.

Go to a class about it

5.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I am talking to someone, I:
Listen intently to what he/she is saying
Watch his/her hand gestures and face
Plan what activity we can do together
Try to remember his/her name and think that I need to write it down

6.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I want to find a place, and I do not have internet on my phone, I:
Call someone to explain to me how to get there
Find a paper map and follow that
Ask for a nearby location that I know
Ask someone to come with me

7.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I take notes in class, I:
Do not take notes
Make long notes- almost the entire lesson
Prefer to listen or make recordings
Take short, to the point notes. I use different colours

8.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When the teacher assigns homework, I would prefer if he/she:
Explains in class, in detail what the task is about
Gives a written detailed explanation
Provides a video or a presentation on the task
Gives an example

9.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I am watching a foreign movie, I:
Do not care if I do not understand everything they are saying
I listen carefully, not to miss a word or the soundtrack
I take a lot of breaks
I read the subtitles the entire time

10.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I have a group project, I:
Prefer that everyone writes their own part separately
Prefer if we have long discussions and talk everything until we agree
Prefer that everyone prepares and then we exchange materials
Prefer that we get together and do it at the same time

11.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I study for a math test at home, I:
Review graphs and illustrations
Use counters or blocks to practice skills
Have someone quiz me on questions
Take written practice tests

12.
a.

The easiest test questions are the ones that:
Are read out loud to me

b.
c.
d.

Are word problems
Ask me to use a tool like a ruler or a calculator
Include diagrams or picture examples

13.
a.
b.
c.
d.

My favourite kind of project is:
An art project
A music project
A book report
A science experiment

14.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I learned to ride a bike by:
Watching a sibling or friend do it
Listening to my parent tell me how
Reading about how to ride
Getting on a bike and trying it

15.
a.
b.
c.
d.

In group projects I am the person who:
Gathers the needed supplies
Talks more than everyone else
Takes the notes
Draws the pictures or charts

16.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When trying to remember someone’s telephone number, I:
Hear it once and remember it
Need to write it down
Start using my hands to duplicate the digits
Have to visualise it in my head

17.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I read a book:
It helps to use my finger as a pointer when reading to keep my place
I am fast and I cannot stop until I finish the chapter
I imagine what all the characters look like
I listen to audiobooks

18.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I think about what I did yesterday, I am most likely to recollect:
A picture
A sound
The person I was with and what I/we did
Words to describe what happened

19.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I want to relax, I:
Read a book or an article
Go outside and do activities
Watch a movie or play a video game
Listen to music

20.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I am learning a new multiplayer game, I tend to:
Go right ahead and try to play
Ask for an explanation
Read the instructions and rules first
Watch others play around and then I join

EVALUATING THE LEARNING STYLE QUESTIONNAIRE
For teachers’ use only
In the Table below, you will find the corresponding learning style for each question's
answer. Mark the selected answers by the student and sum up. The prevailing one is their
dominant learning style. There are cases where two learning styles have equal or close scores
- that suggests that the student has a wider range of learning techniques.
Visual: V
Auditory: A
Kinesthetic: K
Reading: R
Question
1.

Answer A Answer B Answer C Answer D Selected
A
R
V
K

2.

R

V

K

A

3.

V

R

A

K

4.

R

A

V

K

5.

A

V

K

R

6.

A

R

V

K

7.

K

R

A

V

8.

A

R

V

K

9.

V

A

K

R

10.

R

A

V

K

11.

V

K

A

R

12.

A

R

K

V

13.

V

A

R

K

14.

V

A

R

K

15.

K

A

R

V

16.

A

R

K

V

17.

K

R

V

A

18.

V

A

K

R

19.

R

K

V

A

20.

K

A

R

V

Total distribution:
V:……………….
A:……………….
R:……………….
K:……………….
Learning type:…………………………………………………………………………………….
The following table summarizes the main observable characteristics indicative of the four
learning styles. It provides an informal means of assessing the preferred or dominant
approach to learning. Please note that this is not an exhaustive list and other characteristics
may also be manifested.

MODALITY

PREFERRED
LEARNING
STYLE

SPELLING

KINESTHETIC

VISUAL

AUDITORY

Learns by seeing
or watching
demonstrations.

Learns
through
verbal
instructions
from self or
others.

Learns by
doing and
through direct
involvement.

Learns by writing
down or reading.

Recognizes words
by sight; relies on

Uses a
phonics
approach; has

Often is a
poor speller.

Good speller;
often has to write
the word in order

(Hands-on)

Reading/Writing

READING

HANDWRITING

MEMORY

configurations of
words.

auditory word
skills.

to be sure of the
spelling.

Likes description;
sometimes
stops reading;
may rely on
imagery; intense
concentration.

Enjoys
dialogue and
plays; avoids
lengthy
descriptions;
unaware of
illustrations;
moves lips or
sub-vocalizes.

Prefers stories
where action
occurs early;
fidgets while
reading; not
an avid
reader.

Enjoys reading
long texts with
complex
structures and
lots of facts.
Memorises and
understands
information like
that.

Tends to
be good,
particularly when
young; spacing
and size are
good; appearance
is important,
takes colour
coded notes.

Has more
difficulty
learning in
initial stages;
tends to write
lightly.

Good initially,
but
deteriorates
when space
becomes
smaller;
pushes harder
on the writing
instrument.

Tends to be good
and neat.

Remember faces,
but forgets
names; writes
things down.

Remembers
names, but
forgets faces;
remembers
by auditory
repetition.

Remembers
best what was
done, but not
what was
seen or talked
about.

Good, especially
facts that have
been
read/written.

For methods and approaches to be used for each type of learner, please refer to the GRT
Learning style guide and the Project materials’ database. Most classrooms will be highly
mixed, so the optimal approach is to mix the approaches and track the results.
Annex 1: References and additional resources
Malvik, C. (2020), 4 Types of Learning Styles: How to Accommodate a Diverse Group of
Students, as seen at: https://www.rasmussen.edu/degrees/education/blog/types-oflearning-styles/
Learning Styles: All Students Are Created Equally (and Differently.), as seen at:
https://teach.com/what/teachers-know/learning-styles/
The “learning styles” questionnaire has been compiled in part with resources from
https://kids.lovetoknow.com/wiki/Learning_Style_Test_for_Children

Annex 2 Key competences self-assessment
Address to the students, leading to the questionnaire itself:
Dear students, key competences, i.e. competences which are of key importance, represent a
collection of knowledge, skills and attitudes, which help learners to achieve personal
development and later in life to find a satisfying employment and to participate actively in all
aspects of social life. We should not be expected to be perfect in everything, but it would be
nice to be aware of our strengths and weaknesses, in order to know which areas we can find
the best opportunities for ourselves and where we need to make an extra effort in order to
make ourselves even more useful. Please, read all categories for each of the competences
carefully. For each category give the answer, which corresponds best to your level of
competence according to your own opinion. This is not a test. There will be no marks. The
results are anonymous.
Communication in the mother tongue
Description

Communication in the Mother tongue is the ability to express and interpret
concepts, thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form
(listening, speaking, reading, writing) and to interact linguistically in an
appropriate and creative way in a full range of social and cultural contexts; in
education / training, home and leisure.

I can understand phrases and the most used words related to areas of personal
importance. I can read very short, simple texts. I can communicate in simple and
routine tasks using simple information on familiar topics and activities. I can describe
in simple words my family and other people. I can write short, simple notes and
messages.
I can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters often
heard in school or leisure, etc. I can understand texts that consist of everyday
language. I can deal with most situations while travelling in an area where the
language is spoken. I can connect short sentences in a simple way in order to describe
experiences and events, my dreams, hopes and ambitions. I can write simple
connected text on topics, which are familiar or of personal interest.
I can understand extended speeches and follow even complex lines of argument
provided the topic is familiar. I can read materials concerned with current problems,
in which the authors adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints. I can interact with a
degree of fluency and spontaneity. I can present clear, detailed descriptions on a wide
range of subjects related to my field of interest. I can write clear, detailed text on a
wide range of subjects related to my interests.
I can understand extended speeches even if they are not clearly structured and when
relationships are only implied and not signaled explicitly. I can understand long and
complex factual and literary texts, appreciating distinctions of style. I can express
myself fluently and spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions,

or grammar errors. I can present clear, detailed descriptions of complex subjects
integrating sub- themes, developing particular points and rounding off with an
appropriate conclusion. I can express myself in clear, well- structured text, expressing
points of view.

Communication in foreign language
Description

Communication in the foreign languages is the ability to express and interpret
concepts, thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form
(listening, speaking, reading, writing) and to interact linguistically in an
appropriate and creative way in a full range of social and cultural contexts; in
education/ training, home and leisure; as well as in mediation and
intercultural understanding.
I can understand familiar words and very basic sentences. I can read familiar names,
words and very simple sentences. I can interact in a simple way. I can use simple
phrases and sentences to describe where I live and people I know. I can write a short,
simple postcard, for example sending holiday greetings.
I can understand phrases and the most used words related to areas of personal
importance. I can read very short, simple texts. I can communicate in simple and
routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on familiar topics
and activities. I can use a series of sentences to describe in simple terms my family
and other people. I can write short, simple notes and messages.
I can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters
regularly encountered in school or leisure. I can understand texts that consist mainly
of everyday language. I can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling in
an area where the language is spoken. I can connect phrases in a simple way in order
to describe experiences and events, my dreams, hopes and ambitions. I can write
simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest.
I can understand extended speech and lectures and follow even complex lines of
argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar. I can read materials concerned
with contemporary problems, in which the authors adopt particular attitudes or
viewpoints. I can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular
interaction with native speakers quite possible. I can present clear, detailed
descriptions on a wide range of subjects related to my field of interest. I can write
clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects related to my interests.

Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
Description

Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
is the ability to develop and apply mathematical thinking in order to solve a

range of problems in everyday situations, with the emphasis being placed on
process, activity and knowledge.
In my daily life I use basic mathematical instruments (calculation, percentage,
measuring,…) in situations, for which I can resort to experimented procedures.
Otherwise I need support. I have some experience-based scientific and technologic
notions.
In my daily life, I can choose and use in an autonomous way the mathematical
instruments I need; I can identify scientific and technologic questions and, if my
knowledge is not sufficient, I look for further information/data.
In my daily life, in front of an unusual situation, I can plan new solving strategies
integrating all my knowledge /abilities. In coping with scientific/technologic problems
I use basic principles of different sciences and I can foresee the results of a decision
or an action.
In front of complex situations concerning my daily life I identify the structure of the
problem and I represent it (by schemes, graphics, formulae); I consider different
solving strategies and I choose the most effective mathematical solution. I look for
data and information on general issues (social, environmental, health) interpreting
and evaluating them and I recognising the opportunity to take fact-based decisions.

Digital competence
Description

Digital competence involves the confident and critical use of information
society technology and thus basic skills in information and communication
technology (ICT).

I occasionally use digital communication devices and technologies (for example TV,
telephone, tablet, computer, ATM machine, internet, skype, etc.), if necessary.
I daily use the basic functions of digital communication devices and technologies for
pleasure, for domestic or school tasks.
I daily use digital communication devices and technologies, for pleasure, for domestic
tasks or for my education. I can adapt and personalize the functions of these devices
according to my needs and preferences.
I daily use digital communication devices and technologies, for pleasure, for domestic
tasks or for my education. I can solve problems and face challenges by myself, manage
devices and software, modify and upgrade their features.

Learning to learn
Description

Learning to learn is related to the ability to pursue and organize one's own
learning, either individually or in groups, in accordance with one's own needs,
and awareness of methods and opportunities.

I can use very limited learning to learn skills, not chosen by own judgment. I can
carry out simple tasks using learning to learn skills in a strongly structured and
guided context (i.e. in the classroom by the educator) and accept a lot of help for
doing it. For example: I write a fact in a diary if the educator, in the classroom, tells
me to do it, where and how; that is to say, if it is the educator who selects for me
the skill, the time and the way to do it.
I can use some learning to learn skills but without a strong selection criteria. I can
carry out tasks and solve ordinary problems in a structured context – in the
classroom...- using learning to learn skills, and asking the educator for help. For
example: ask the educator to help me to organize in folders the learning materials
used in class, such as photocopies, summaries, etc.
I can use a range of learning to learn skills selected with a certain criteria. I can carry
out tasks and solve problems selecting and applying learning to learn skills in a more
flexible context and seek guidance for that in different sources (educator,
classmates, class notes, class materials …). For example, in order to make use of the
library (less structured or more flexible context) I seek help in different sources:
educator, librarians, classmates, other library users …; I ask the appropriate
questions to check out how to find the book I am looking for.
I can use a broad range of given skills selecting with my own judgment which one/s
to use. I can carry out tasks and find solutions to specific problems in a particular
field of work or study using learning to learn skills without help, both in structured
and open contexts, predictable and familiar (classroom, individual study, cyber cafe,
library …). For example: with regard to team work, I accept that each classmate plays
a role or does a different task to achieve the common goal, accepts and carries out
the one that is assigned to me and shares my knowledge and experience so that all
of the classmates can use them.

Social and civic competences
Description

Social competence refers to personal, interpersonal and intercultural
competence and all forms of behaviour that equip individuals to participate in
an effective and constructive way in social and working life. It is linked to
personal and social well-being. An understanding of codes of conduct and
customs in the different environments, in which individuals operate, is
essential.
Civic competence, and particularly knowledge of social and political concepts
and structures (democracy, justice, equality, citizenship and civil rights),
equips individuals to engage in active and democratic participation.
I am interested in and inform myself about political, social, civic or environmental
related activities. I appreciate it if people get involved in these activities but do not
get involved actively myself.
I am interested and informed about political, social, civic or environmental related
activities. I develop own views and opinion on initiative and topics in this fields.

I myself take part in political, social, civic or environmental related activities and
develop my own ideas and opinions on how I like to get involved, also in fields or
activities new to me.
I am involved in political, social, civic or environmental related activities on a regular
basis. I have profound knowledge in these fields and like to express my views publicly.

Sense of Initiative and Entrepreneurship
Description

The Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship competence is the ability to turn
ideas into action, with an emphasis on creativity, innovation and risk-taking,
as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in order to achieve
objectives.
By developing your competence in these domains, it will support you in being
aware of your context and being able to seize opportunities in your lives.
Awareness of ethical values and promote good governance should
accompany this competence.
I am able to think creatively and to come up with solutions to problems I face. I am
able to brain-storm in a group setting, and to come up with innovative ideas with the
help of others; however, I am not so good at putting these ideas into action.
I am able to think creatively and to come up with solutions to problems I face. I can
come up with innovative ideas on my own; however, I am not so good at putting
these ideas into action.
I am able to think creatively and to come up with solutions to problems I face. I can
come up with innovative ideas on my own. I can put these ideas into action in my
personal life.
I am able to think creatively and to come up with solutions to problems I face. I can
come up with innovative ideas on my own and can improve and revise these ideas. I
can put these ideas into action in my personal and social/school life.

Cultural awareness and expression
Description

Cultural awareness and expression involves appreciation of the importance of
the creative expression of ideas, experiences and emotions in a range of
media. These include music, performing arts, literature, visual arts and so on.
I like it when people express themselves, or are taking part in cultural activities
(music, writing, acting, playing, design etc.).
I know, which cultural activities I would like to attend and which I wouldn’t. I have
explicit opinion on such matters.
I myself like to engage in cultural and expressive activities. I enjoy joining in in such
activities. I am actively taking part.

I am good in cultural expressive activities. People I know ask me to do it for them, or
with them. They think I am good at it.

Annex 3: A complete GRT experience – a lesson on India, adapted with the use of all tools
Intro – explanation of the process, which took place during the GRT online training
The GRT online training had the objective of training all participating teachers with all the tools
included in the training programme, regardless of the initial tool-preference they have stated at the
beginning of their involvement in the project. The idea behind this being that expanding and
deepening the knowledge in all tools would unlock a potential for offering tool-combinations when
modifying lesson plans, which would be extremely beneficial for the ultimate target group.
The online training process was organized in a manner, which took the participants through
theoretical sessions, presenting a respective tool, followed by asynchronous work with a single
lesson plan (on Indian geography, delivered in EN language) and with the use of the tool/s that have
just been presented. To make it even clearer, the first day of the online training was dedicated to
presenting the flipped classroom and the future classroom methodologies. During the following
several days, participants had to work with the India lesson plan using the flipped classroom and/or
future classroom methodologies and provide the coordinators with their visions for lesson
adaptations. At the same time, the coordinators, responsible for the mentioned tools, had to come
up with their own proposal for adaptations, summarize the adaptation proposals arriving from
teachers and make a presentation to the entire group during the following synchronous online
session.
This is how we went through all the tools, working with a single lesson plan.
By the end of the training, the project experts were already observing, with great pleasure and
satisfaction, that teachers were mixing tools and providing lesson adaptations, which could not be
limited to one tool only. The ideas were more than inspiring and tools became sustainably entwined
in the educational offers participating teachers are about to use with their students.

The original lesson plan
Title of the group of lesson plans/unit:
School subject
Teacher/school/country proposing the lesson
plan:
Grade level

Geography of the Indian
Subcontinent
Geography / English
Roberta Turchi / Susanna Pelagatti
I.C. Pier Cironi – Prato
Italy
6

Learning objectives and outcomes


Students will learn the names of countries, cities, mountains, rivers, and
bodies of water on the Indian subcontinent.



Students will draw a map of India.



Students will be able to locate all the places and features on the map.

Language objectives


Students will learn to pronounce and spell about 20 proper names.

Background/rationale
The study of ancient India is one of standards for 6th-grade social studies. Learning the
current geography of India, Pakistan and the surrounding region serves a useful
educational purpose for understanding current world events, and makes their studies
of the ancient world more relevant.
During the class
“Ok guys, open the geography textbook at page 84. Today we will be speaking about
India”:
Using the overhead projector, the teacher draws a quick and messy map on a
transparency, starting with a large V shape. Then, using a real map of India as a guide,
the teacher draws geographical features and writes in their names. The students follow
and teacher and make their own maps at the same time. For some features, the
student learns two different names, which are shown between in parentheses.

“India is a vast peninsular in Southern Asia extending into the Indian Ocean and lying
between latitudes 8”4’ and 37”6’ north and longitudes 68”7’ and 97”25’ east. It is part
of an area often referred to as ‘The Sub-continent’. India’s land borders are in the north
with Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, and China. To the west, east and
south it is surrounded by seas: The Arabian Sea and The Bay of Bengal both of which
are part of the Indian Ocean.
India has an area of 3.3 million square km. The area of the UK is 250,000 square km.
The name India comes from the River Indus which is now entirely within Pakistan. The
Hindi word for India is Bharat. India accounts for the bulk of the Indian subcontinent,
lying atop the Indian tectonic plate, a part of the Indo-Australian Plate. India's defining
geological processes began 75 million years ago when the Indian Plate, then part of the
southern supercontinent Gondwana, began a north-eastward drift caused by seafloor
spreading to its south-west, and later, south and south-east. The original Indian Plate

survives as peninsular India, the oldest and geologically most stable part of India. It
extends as far north as the Satpura and Vindhya ranges in central India. India's
coastline measures 7,517 kilometres (4,700 mi) in length; of this distance, 5,423
kilometres (3,400 mi) belong to peninsular India and 2,094 kilometres (1,300 mi) to the
Andaman, Nicobar, and Lakshadweep island chains. According to the Indian naval
hydrographic charts, the mainland coastline consists of the following: 43% sandy
beaches; 11% rocky shores, including cliffs; and 46% mudflats or marshy shores. The
Indian climate is strongly influenced by the Himalayas and the Thar Desert, both of
which drive the economically and culturally pivotal summer and winter monsoons. The
Himalayas prevent cold Central Asian katabatic winds from blowing in, keeping the bulk
of the Indian subcontinent warmer than most locations at similar latitudes. The Thar
Desert plays a crucial role in attracting the moisture-laden south-west summer
monsoon winds that, between June and October, provide the majority of India's rainfall.
Four major climatic groupings predominate in India: tropical wet, tropical dry,
subtropical humid, and montane. Temperatures in India have risen by 0.7 °C (1.3 °F)
between 1901 and 2018. Climate change in India is often thought to be the cause. The
retreat of Himalayan glaciers has adversely affected the flow rate of the major
Himalayan rivers, including the Ganges and the Brahmaputra. According to some
current projections, the number and severity of droughts in India will have markedly
increased by the end of the present century.
These are the main features:






Countries: Sri Lanka (Ceylon), Bangladesh, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Tibet, China.
Cities: Bombay (Mumbai), Calcutta, New Delhi, Agra, Calcutta
Rivers: Krishna, Narmada, Godavari, Ganges, Indus, Brahmaputra
Bodies of water: Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea
Other features: Himalayas, Mount Everest, Eastern Ghats, Western Ghats”

Teaching method
Teacher can use mnemonics to help students in the remembering process:






Ganges (sounds like Gandhi);
Krishna (sounds like Christmas);
Bhutan (it's in the mountains, so you need to wear boots there);
Narmada (sounds like Narnia);
etc.

Formative assessment
Teachers can use a hand-draw map with none of the names inserted so that the
students could be quizzed on the names and redraw their maps from memory. The
next day, the teacher could give a test, in which each student has to start from a
blank sheet of paper. Most of them will surely remember all or most of the names.

Materials


detailed map of the Indian subcontinent (from book)



blank transparencies



extra paper



overhead projector



whiteboard



dry markers (for writing down names and mnemonics)

The adaptations:
Summary of teachers’ contributions, based on Flip the Future group of tools + All
teachers‘contributions as provided
Title of the group of lesson plans/unit:
School subject
Teacher/school/country proposing the lesson
plan:
Grade level

Traditional
Lesson Plan
Learning objectives
and outcomes


Students will learn
the
names
of
countries,
cities,
mountains, rivers,
and bodies of water
on
the
Indian
subcontinent.



Students will draw a
map of India.



Students will be
able to locate all the

Geography of the Indian
Subcontinent
Geography / English
Roberta Turchi / Susanna Pelagatti
I.C. Pier Cironi – Prato
Italy
6

Adapted Lesson Plan through
the Flip the Future Methodology
Learning objectives and outcomes
It was almost impossible to standardize the learning objectives and
the outcomes indicated in the materials provided by participants in
the Staff Training (learning objectives and outcomes depend on
how teachers intend to structure the lesson) but I would totally
agree with Elina Ferdinadova: too many objectives for one lesson
(in particular for a lesson based on the Flip the Future
Methodology)

places and features
on the map.

Language
objectives


Students will learn
to pronounce and
spell about 20
proper names.

Language objectives
Once again, they will depend on how the lesson is structured (no
standard indication of language objectives would be possible)

Background/rationale
The study of ancient India is one of standards for 6th-grade social studies. Learning the current
geography of India, Pakistan and the surrounding region serves a useful educational purpose for
understanding current world events, and makes their studies of the ancient world more relevant.

Before class

Before class

No specific activity is
required before class

Greek team:
Teacher creates a video edpuzzle or finds already made one with
information about India, possibly accompanied by a word wall or
learning apps to make sure learners come to the classroom with
enough knowledge about India.
Romanian team:
Teacher provides students with a series of links landing to
informative texts about India.

During the class
“Ok
guys,
open
the
geography textbook at page
84. Today we will be speaking
about India”:
Using
the
overhead
projector, the teacher draws
a quick and messy map on a
transparency, starting with a
large V shape. Then, using a
real map of India as a guide,
the
teacher
draws
geographical features and
writes in their names. The
students follow and teacher
and make their own maps at
the same time. For some

During the class
Students are asked to carry out one (or more) of the following
activities:
1. Internet research:
Todorka Pavlova

2.



who and when discovered India?



why was India a colonial country



What problems does the population have related
to
nutrition
and
health
care?

Brainstorming
Patrizia Molignano

features, the student learns
two different names, which
are shown between in
parentheses.



3.

geographic and geological unicity of India had an
impact on its climate and its society: which are the
reasons?

Group works
Romanian team (I)
Teacher divides the class in groups and asks students to
read the provided materials and to fill in an informative
chart
Romanian team (II)


Research



Creation



Exchange of ideas



Presentation

Greek team
Teacher draws a map on India and each group speaks a bit
about the aspect they already studied and tries to put what
they learned into the map with the help of the teachers
Portuguese team


Teacher suggests group investigation based on a
Driving Question and provides students with some
links in order to support the learning process



Students prepare their group work at home



Students share their investigation with other
groups



Students present their final work to the class with
the use of ICT tools

Elina Ferdinadova (Bulgaria)
Students are divided into groups: each group has to focus
on a specific part of the Indian subcontinent, finding out
which are the countries in their sector and which are their
capitals. One representative per group shares what the
group discovered during the group work.
4.

Use of educational app
Margarita Farlinkova (Bulgaria)

Students use Learning Apps (https://learningapps.org/) to
search for information, to extract the most important
pieces of information and to include the main concepts in
a crossword, a word game for finding words or a game of
matching terms and images.
Georgina Pepieva (Bulgaria)
Teacher invites students to create their own e-book by
using
the
BOOKCREATOR. (https://app.bookcreator.com/sign-in).
Students have complete freedom and can use information
from encyclopedias.
Example: https://tinyurl.com/yckthk9y
5.

Storytelling
Portuguese team
The teacher tells a story about the Portuguese influence in
India through the discoveries of the 15 century (Vasco da
Gama)
th

Formative
assessment

After class

Teachers can use a handdraw map with none of the
names inserted so that the
students could be quizzed on
the names and redraw their
maps from memory. The next
day, the teacher could give a
test, in which each student
has to start from a blank
sheet of paper. Most of them
will surely remember all or
most of the names.

Romanian team

Peer-assessment

Teacher asks students to make a 7 questions’ quiz on Quizziz
(https://quizizz.com/) for the other groups to take.
Teacher / Knowledge assessment


Greek team
The teacher provides students with a quiz assignment to
evaluate their acquired knowledge



Georgina Pepieva (Bulgaria)
Teacher prints memo cards with images about India, so
that – through visualization – students consolidate what
they have been learning.



Elina Ferdinadova (Bulgaria)
Mini map of India: students have to mark what has been
omitted on the map.



Romanian team

Teacher engages students in a test on the main
characteristics of India. The test is prepared on
Kahoot! (kahoot.com/).

Follow the link to the collection of all individual contributions.

Summary of teachers’ contributions, based on Draw your mind group of tools + All teachers‘
contributions as provided

Follow the link to all individual contributions.

Summary of teachers’ contributions, based on Stories to remember group of tools + All
teachers‘ contributions as provided

All teachers‘ and expert’s contributions as provided
Follow the link to download the package of creations, which were offered for this tool.
Here, as a small gift, the India song, created by Konstantin Kuchev.

https://youtu.be/wSFf9cNsonw

"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.“

